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ABSTRACT 

 

Role of Monomer Sequence in Polymer Coatings and Self-Assembly 

by 

Anastasia Lily Patterson 

 

Polymeric materials that incorporate multiple functionalities are crucial in a variety of 

applications, from adhesives and membranes to thermoplastic elastomers and electrolytes. 

Control over the length scale of each component is key to designing the structure and 

resulting properties, driving efforts for greater control in copolymer systems. Controlling 

comonomer sequence is an attractive tool to reach this goal, as the length scales of assembly 

can be set by tuning the size and connectivity of different chemistries. However, materials 

systems that bridge the sequence-specificity of biopolymers and robustness of synthetic 

polymers are needed to experimentally understand the role of comonomer sequence in 

multicomponent polymer materials. This work utilizes versatile and scalable polypeptoid 

chemistry to install sequence-defined chains into traditional polymer systems, focusing on 

two potential applications. First, the roles of polymer sequence and functionality are 

investigated in a modular surface-active coating, achieving optimal marine antifouling and 

fouling release properties with finer length scales of amphiphilicity. Second, the role of 

comonomer sequence is investigated in self-assembling diblock copolymers, forming 

lamellae with tunable thermal and morphological properties based on sequence. The 

findings in this work emphasize the utility of comonomer sequence as a design tool to target 

both surface and bulk properties of multicomponent polymer materials. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

Polymeric materials that incorporate multiple chemistries are crucial in a variety of 

applications, from adhesives and membranes to thermoplastic elastomers and electrolytes. 

A key factor in each of these applications is the ability for multi-component polymer 

materials to rearrange their distinct components with no external direction. At surfaces, 

surface free energy dictates which components are present, while in the bulk, tradeoffs 

between mixing and chain stretching penalties drive self-assembly into periodic 

morphologies, imparting both mechanical and functional properties. Control over the length 

scales of each component is crucial in determining the behavior and resulting performance, 

driving a push for even greater control in copolymer systems. 

Polymer sequence is an attractive tool to reach this goal, as the length scales of assembly 

can be set by tuning the size and connectivity of different chemistries. While natural 

biopolymers are inherently and robustly sequence-defined, they are limited in functionality, 

molecular weight, and stability, making them less suited for materials development. 

Furthermore, biopolymers such as polypeptides and nucleic acids employ strong and 

specific interactions to drive their natural structures (i.e., hydrogen bonding and charge–

charge interactions) that make them intractable for solvent-free, bulk applications. On the 

other hand, traditional polymer synthesis is by nature statistical, producing stable and 
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diverse polymers but with limited control over sequence at the monomer level, mainly 

relying on monomer reactivity ratios, which are difficult to control. Materials systems that 

bridge the specificity of biopolymers and the robustness of synthetic polymers are needed to 

understand the role of comonomer sequence in self-assembly and harness sequence control 

as a design tool for new materials. 

The adaptation of solid-phase synthesis to chemistries beyond peptides has enabled 

significant progress in reaching this middle ground of sequence-defined polymers. 

Polypeptoids (N-substituted polyglycines) are ideal materials for studying the role of 

sequence in self-assembly, and while they have their roots in solution foldamer and 

nanostructure assembly, polypeptoids are emerging materials for answering key questions in 

traditional polymeric settings. Utilizing polypeptoids as a model system, this work 

investigates the effect of comonomer sequence on the self-assembly of multi-component 

polymeric systems—both at surfaces (targeting marine antifouling and fouling release 

properties) and in the bulk (tuning morphological and thermal properties of block 

copolymers). First, a background in other synthetic approaches is presented to give context 

to polypeptoid materials. Next, the states of each field—marine antifouling and sequence-

defined self-assembly—are briefly summarized. Finally, a note is offered on the impact of 

imperfection in these sequence-defined materials. 

1.1 Synthesis of sequence-defined polymers 

In order for polymer physicists to tackle questions about the role of comonomer 

sequence, flexible and reliable syntheses of sequence-defined polymers must be established 

first. In recent years, a number of strategies have been developed toward controlling polymer 

composition on the monomer length scale. The approaches generally fall into one of five 

categories: reactivity ratio control, batch-fed copolymerization, macronomer extension, 

iterative exponential growth, and solid-phase synthesis (Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1 Polymerization approaches for controlling comonomer placement 

Approaches to controlling comonomer placement typically fall into one of five categories: A) reactivity ratio 
control, B) batch-fed copolymerization, C) macromonomer extension, D) iterative exponential growth, and E) 
solid-phase synthesis. 

(Jean-François Lutz has written prolifically on the synthesis and unusual applications of 

sequence-defined polymers, and the reader is directed to his many publications on the 

topic.2-6) The following is a summary of these synthetic techniques, with references to point 

the reader toward further reading. Ultimately, this work relies on the fifth category—solid-

phase synthesis—due to its absolute sequence control, flexible chemistry, and relatively high 

production scale. 

1.1.1 Reactivity ratio control 

In traditional copolymerizations, two or more monomers are present in solution during 

the reaction, and the growing chain incorporates each in a statistical manner depending on 

the identity of the chain end. Taking a snapshot of a copolymerization of A and B monomers, 

any given chain end is a just-incorporated A or B monomer, and so AA, AB, BA, and BB pairs 

are all possible next steps with different probabilities depending on the ratio of propagation 
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rate constants. For example, if monomers are more likely to react with chain ends of their 

same identity, long sequences of ⋯AAA⋯ and ⋯BBB⋯ will grow before switching to the 

other monomer and an overall “blocky” distribution of comonomers will develop. Careful 

kinetics studies7 partnered with judicious monomer synthesis8 can create sets of monomers 

that produce desired composition profiles (alternating, blocky, gradient, or—elusively—

truly random). However, this approach is ill-suited to studies of comonomer sequence, as 

the resulting materials are inherently statistical (produce variation from chain to chain) and 

cannot realize arbitrary sequences of comonomers. Lessons learned from more careful 

synthetic systems, though, could be adapted to this approach, especially where blockiness 

(or the average block size) is an important parameter. 

1.1.2 Semibatch copolymerization 

Another approach toward controlling the distribution of comonomers is to temporally 

control the addition of monomers during a polymerization to produce average profiles that 

vary in composition over the length of the chain (Figure 1.2). This approach is termed 

“semibatch polymerization”, after reactors that allow for the addition of reactants over time. 

Torkelson and coauthors synthesized and studied a variety of gradient copolymers, which 

vary smoothly from one monomer identity to another over the entire length of the chain.9-11 

  

Figure 1.2 Semibatch copolymerization approach to controlling composition profiles 

Reproduced (adapted) with permission from reference 12. 
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While the composition of the reaction mixture is well-controlled using this method, the 

target composition profiles are difficult to confirm, only by analyzing aliquots during the 

reaction time.13 Similar to gradient copolymers, tapered copolymers are prepared via 

semibatch methods, where the transition from monomer A to B occurs only over a portion of 

the chain, rather than along the entire chain length. Epps and coauthors are well-known for 

work in tapered copolymers, synthesized by well-defined, small injections of comonomer 

that are allowed to reach high conversion at each step to more finely control the taper 

shape.12,14,15 Semibatch methods can produce smoothly-varying composition profiles, but the 

populations of chains is disperse in both length and composition, and arbitrary or fine 

sequences cannot be synthesized. 

1.1.3 Macromonomer and iterative exponential growth approaches 

Sequence control on the monomer length scale can be achieved by synthesizing precise 

macromonomers, in which a small number of repeat units have been incorporated in a 

specific order, and polymerizing them to create polymers composed of repeating sequences. 

A variety of polymerization mechanisms can be employed under this general approach, such 

as ring-opening metathesis polymerization,16,17 click chemistry,18 and acyclic diene 

metathesis (ADMET) polymerization.19,20 While this approach controls sequence on a 

monomer length scale, it does not control sequence on a whole-chain basis, and is thus 

limited in its application. Similarly, a process termed “iterative exponential growth” relies on 

potentially sequence-defined building blocks that are iteratively coupled in what resembles a 

highly controlled step-growth polymerization.21-24 This iterative synthesis produces, 

primarily, highly controlled polymer lengths, and the many reaction steps required have 

more recently been streamlined into flow reactors to make the technique more accessible.25 

However, outside of alternating or repeating sequences, none of these synthetic techniques 

can control sequence along the entire length of the polymer chain. 
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1.1.4 Solid-phase synthesis 

Solid-phase approaches to polymerization take advantage of the control afforded by 

iterative reaction steps, but have two practical benefits: 1) no purification steps are needed 

between reactions (the growing polymer chain is bound to a substrate, and excess reagent 

can simply be rinsed off), and 2) the use of excess chemistry can drive reactions to >99.9% 

completion (and depending on the chemistry, the concentrated solutions of reagents can be 

recovered and reused). The combination of these two factors make solid-phase synthesis an 

attractive approach for producing reasonable amounts of sequence-defined polymers. First 

introduced by Merrifield in 1963 to synthesize a tetrapeptide,26 solid-phase synthesis has 

since expanded to include non-peptide chemistries.27-30 In principle, any two-step or 

orthogonal chain extension reactions can be adapted to solid-phase synthesis, and are 

limited only by reaction efficiency and chemistry compatibility. 

One such solid-phase approach is the synthesis of polypeptoids (N-substituted 

polyglycines). Developed in 1992 by Ron Zuckermann,31 polypeptoids are built up via a 

submonomer process: 1) amide coupling to an alkyl halide acid, 2) displacement of the halide 

by a primary amine carrying the side chain of interest (Figure 1.3). 

 

Figure 1.3 Solid-phase synthesis of polypeptoids via the submonomer approach 

 Polypeptoids are truly sequence-defined materials, can reach degrees of polymerization 

of ~50 with high fidelity, and incorporate a substantial variety of side chain functionalities, 

readily available as simple primary amines. Furthermore, polypeptoids have no inherent 

specific interactions, such as hydrogen bonding or charged groups, which makes them 

practical candidates for bulk and melt studies. This work utilizes polypeptoid materials in 

two contexts: 1) surface design for antifouling (where the length scale of comonomer 
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placement is relevant for interactions with biological adhesives), and 2) block copolymer 

design for bulk self-assembly. 

1.2 Length scale effects in antifouling coating design 

Since the banning of biocidal antifouling paints in the early 2000s, there has been an 

enormous research effort to design non-toxic alternatives.32 A challenge thwarting the 

advent of universal antifouling coatings is the diversity and complexity of proteinaceous 

biological adhesives,33 secreted by single-celled or larval organisms upon settling onto a 

surface. The length scale for the interactions that cause adhesion is somewhere between the 

size of the protein’s adhering moieties and the size of the organism—nanometers to 

microns. Surfaces designed to prevent the settlement and attachment of fouling organisms 

must then incorporate features on this relevant length scale. Two approaches have been 

pursued in creating disruptive surface features: topographic patterning (physical disruption) 

and functionality patterning (chemical disruption). This work only explores the use of 

incorporating amphiphilic functionalities on ~1-nanometer length scales, but a brief 

overview of topographic effects is offered for context. 

1.2.1 Topographic patterning 

Inspired by the fouling resistance of fish (especially sharks), the hypothesis behind 

topographic antifouling is that a surface with texture on the length scale of the fouling 

organism will prevent settlement by offering cramped, and therefore undesirable, local 

environments. The body of work on topographical antifouling is reviewed here.34 To briefly 

illustrate this concept, Long, et al. simulates algal spore settlement on commercial SharkLet 

AF™ topographic surfaces and demonstrates the accuracy of the simulations with spore 

settlement studies (Figure 1.4).35 
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Figure 1.4 Topographic antifouling with SharkLet AF™ surfaces by Long, et al. 

Reproduced (adapted) with permission from reference 35. 

The spores are expected to settle in the regions with the least crowding, and bioassay 

experiments confirm this hypothesis. While targeted antifouling can be achieved with these 

topographical approaches, the wide variety of organism sizes and the challenge of carefully 

patterning large areas make this physical strategy more cumbersome than chemical 

approaches. 

1.2.2 Functional patterning 

A more approachable antifouling coating strategy lies in chemical modifications to the 

surface, rather than specialized topographic patterning. This strategy relies on 

physicochemical interactions between foulants and the surface layer of a coating, so the 

design and quantification of functionalities at the surface is crucial. However, a complicating 

factor in using polymer coatings for antifouling is that the interfacial free energy, which 

dictates the composition of the surface, varies depending on environment. In film 

preparation and annealing, the air/vacuum–coating interface is dominated by coating 

components with the lowest surface free energy. In testing and application, the presence of 

an aqueous environment causes rearrangement in rubbery coating materials such that 

coating components with the lowest interfacial energy are present at the surface. This 

rearrangement is demonstrated in a handful of cryogenic spectroscopy techniques, where 

the sample is hydrated with bulk water, cryogenically frozen, and dried via sublimation of the 

A
B

C
D E

FRelative spore 
settlement density
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water droplet, revealing the underlying coating in its “hydrated” state (Figure 1.5).36,37 Cryo-

spectroscopy is a useful technique for getting insight into the hydrated state of these 

rearranging coatings, but is not always feasible and additionally can introduce artifacts from 

mechanical damage to the sample on freezing. Experiments are ongoing in the Segalman 

group to adapt synchrotron ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) 

to polymer surfaces to dynamically measure surface presentation in humid environments. 

 

Figure 1.5 Rearrangement of PHEMA-grafted Silastic™ using cryo-ESCA 

Aadapted with permission from reference 37. 

There is a large body of literature aimed toward understanding the interaction of surface 

functionalities with marine foulants. With thousands of identified marine fouling organisms 

and a variety of adhesion mechanisms, it is no wonder that this body of work is so expansive. 

A number of model organisms have been identified (such as Ulva linza algae and Balanus 

amphitrite barnacles) as representatives of the various attachment mechanisms, and well-

controlled bioassay protocols have been developed to make composition–structure–

performance comparisons between a wide range of polymeric coatings.38-40  

It is has been seen that amphiphilic surfaces (those that contain both hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic components) are some of the strongest candidates for “universal” antifouling 

coatings and resist or release a wide range of fouling organisms. Many amphiphilic polymer 
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coating designs exist, often based on fluorinated groups as the hydrophobic component.41-46 

While distinct regions of functionalities can be lithographically patterned,47 the covalent 

connectivity of different groups is more often used to tune the mixed presentation of these 

materials and to prevent macrophase separation. Work from van Zoelen, et al. and Calabrese, 

et al. introduced length scale control on the molecular level by incorporating amphiphilic, 

sequence-defined oligomers as side chains.48,49 Utilizing polypeptoids, van Zoelen, et al. 

showed that the ratio of hydrophilic ether and hydrophobic fluorinated groups had a strong 

impact on fouling release of U. linza sporelings, and the placement of fluorinated groups 

relative to the graft point affected the initial settlement of algal spores (Figure 1.6). 

 

Figure 1.6 Peptoid-based amphiphilic marine antifouling and fouling-release coatings 

Reproduced (adapted) with permission from reference 48. 

In addition to controlling the length scale of amphiphilicity, the approaches taken in van 

Zoelen, et al. and Calabrese, et al. have the advantage of a modular coating platform with 

which direct materials comparisons can be made. With so many polymer scaffolds studied, it 

is difficult make direct comparisons between literature studies. There is room still for 

systematic studies of mixed functionalities and their length scales. The work included in this 

thesis describes such a comparison, stemming from the two studies highlighted here. 
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1.3 Sequence effects in block copolymer self-assembly 

While comonomer sequence has been utilized to set a length scale of amphiphilicity in 

coating design, control over sequence is best known for driving complex and specific self-

assembled structures. The majority of the literature on sequence-driven self-assembly is set 

in aqueous environments: micelles, sheets, and foldamers are just a few examples.  In the 

polypeptoid community alone, elegant aqueous self-assembled structures have been 

produced, including nanosheets,50 nanotubes,51,52 single-chain and hierarchical helices,53-59 

and other foldamer building blocks.60-62 

In this thesis, inspiration is taken from aqueous sequence-dependent self-assembly and 

extended to melt self-assembly of block copolymers. In both aqueous and melt 

environments, the enthalpic interactions between dissimilar components are balanced with 

entropic conformational penalties. There is great opportunity to harness the sequence-

specific synthesis outlined above in melt self-assembly. 

1.3.1 Classical diblock copolymer self-assembly 

Diblock copolymer self-assembly has been extensively studied since the first studies in 

the 1960s,63 and formalized thermodynamic understanding has been well-established since 

the 1980s.64,65 The classic diblock copolymer is a Gaussian (random-walk) chain composed of 

two distinct chemistries joined at a block junction, with symmetric statistical segment 

lengths (or “step” sizes). At small degrees of polymerization (N) or low enthalpic penalties 

of mixing (parameterized by the Flory–Huggins parameter 𝜒), diblock copolymers form 

disordered melts, as the entropy gained by disordering outweighs the enthalpic penalty of 

mixing dissimilar blocks. However, at sufficiently large degrees of polymerization or 𝜒 

parameters (sufficiently large segregation strength 𝜒N), the enthalpic drive to demix 

overcomes the entropic penalties of chain stretching and these materials self-assemble into 
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periodic, microphase-separated structures, whose interfacial curvatures and thus 

morphologies are determined by the relative volumes of each distinct block (Figure 1.7). 

 

Figure 1.7 The diblock copolymer phase diagram calculated using SCFT 

The labels signify the following: CPS (hexagonally-packed spheres), Q229 (body-centered spheres), H 
(hexagonally-packed cylinders), Q230 (double-gyroid), L (lamellae), DIS (disordered). Reproduced with 
permission from reference 66. 

The almost 10,000 publications to date containing the phrase “block copolymer self-

assembly” are evidence for the vast interest in and utility of block copolymers across fields, 

from medicine to energy to mechanics. Work in this thesis focuses on one mostly unexplored 

parameter in the wide design space for block copolymer materials: comonomer sequence.  

1.3.2 Sequence effects in diblock copolymer self-assembly 

The majority of work done on sequence-controlled block copolymers has been in 

manipulating composition profiles via the semibatch methods described above. Torkelson 

and coauthors have extensively studied the properties of gradient copolymers, and over a 

series of prolific studies, found that thermal properties,9,13,67,68 blend compatibilization,11,69,70 

and self-assembly71-73 depend on factors such as gradient profile shape, segregation strength, 

and the presence of specific interactions such as hydrogen bonds. In general, the presence of 
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a gradient broadens the interface between dissimilar components, resulting in “uniquely-

broad” glass transition temperatures, greatly compatibilized blends, and suppressed 

segregation-driven self-assembly of the neat copolymers. A number of other experimental 

studies concerning gradient copolymer self-assembly have been performed,74,75 and the 

reader is directed to a review for even more applications.76 Theoretical and simulation work 

has also been pursued to understand the phase behavior of gradient copolymers.77-82 

Concurrently, Epps and coauthors have explored many aspects of tapered copolymer 

self-assembly, including thermal transitions,12 stabilized network phases,1,14 and interfacial 

mixing83 (reviewed here84). In general, the presence of a tapered composition profile in the 

center of the block strongly depresses order–disorder transition temperatures of self-

assembled phases, as well as stabilizes phases with complex curvature (Figure 1.8). More 

recently, tapered copolymers have been predicted to have faster dynamics than traditional 

block copolymers,85 and subsequently showed increased ionic conductivity following this 

prediction.15 

 

Diblock
copolymer

Taper
Inverse
taper

Figure 1.8 Tapered copolymers have lower 
order–disorder transition temperatures 

Reproduced (adapted) with permission from 
reference 1. 
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In all of these experimental systems, the comonomer composition profile is controlled, 

but the monomer-by-monomer sequence is not. With precise control over comonomer 

placement, simulations are well-suited to predict the behavior of sequence-defined 

copolymers. Hall and coworkers have shown that the strength, volume fraction, and 

direction of precisely-defined tapered composition profiles alter the chain conformations of 

copolymer chains.85,86 Ganesan and coworkers have investigated the role of “blockiness” (or 

the average length of consecutive monomers of a single type) in gradient copolymer systems, 

and have found that blockier gradients have expanded regions of morphologies with curved 

interfaces, such as cylindrical phases, compared to gradients with finer distributions of 

comonomers.82 With a range of interesting behaviors predicted for these precise materials, 

there is an opportunity for experiments with sequence-defined block copolymers. Chapters 3 

and 4 of this dissertation describe the thermal and morphological effects of precisely-

controlled comonomer sequence. 

1.4 Note on imperfections: Polymer dispersity and impurities 

While the polymer experimentalist can do their best to avoid imperfections in their 

materials, it is common to have both dispersity in chain length and small amounts of 

impurities (especially polymeric ones) in the final system.  It is crucial to understand the 

quantification and impact of these imperfections so that results can be interpreted 

accurately. This section briefly comments on the definitions and potential effects of 

dispersity and excess homopolymer in both surface design and bulk self-assembly. 

Dispersity, or the variation in degree of polymerization from chain to chain, is present in 

all polymer systems (although is negligible in polypeptoids). Quantified by the ratio of the 

weight-averaged molecular weight (Mw) and the number-averaged molecular weight (Mn), 

dispersity (Đ) is a measure of the narrowness of the distribution of chain lengths: 
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 Đ = 𝑴𝒘
𝑴𝒏

≥ 𝟏  (1.1) 

where Mw and Mn are calculated as sums over all chains i: 

 𝑴𝒘 =
∑ 𝒘𝒊𝑴𝒊𝒊
∑ 𝒘𝒊𝒊

= ∑ 𝒏𝒊𝑴𝒊
𝟐

𝒊
∑ 𝒏𝒊𝑴𝒊𝒊

 (1.2) 

 𝑴𝒏 =
∑ 𝒏𝒊𝑴𝒊𝒊
∑ 𝒏𝒊𝒊

  (1.3) 

with weight fraction wi, number fraction ni, and chain molecular weight Mi. To demonstrate 

these concepts pictorially, dispersities are calculated in Figure 1.9 for two hypothetical 

polymer distributions. In general, Đ~1.1–1.2 is considered “low dispersity”; however, it is 

clear from the example below that even low calculated dispersities can have a wide range of 

chain lengths. 

 

Figure 1.9 Schematic representation of dispersity 

In surface design, dispersity of the main polymer matrix has a relatively low impact on 

final properties (although it plays a stronger role in thin films87). However, if the surface 

composition is being controlled by short-chain, sequence-defined surface-active groups (as 

in this work), dispersity in composition and sequence is more important than dispersity in 

length (Figure 1.10). These dispersities are discussed in the previous section on sequence-

defined polymer synthesis. 

Đ = 1.01 Đ = 1.18
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Figure 1.10 Composition and sequence dispersity 

In block copolymer self-assembly, dispersity in chain length partially relieves the chain 

stretching required to fill space within each domain, especially in morphologies with curved 

interfaces.88-90 For example, in the double gyroid morphology, the width of the domain varies 

between the arms of the network to nodes of the network, and chains in those regions must 

compress and extend to fill space, respectively.91,92  Lynd and Hillmyer synthesized over 30 

PEP–PLA diblock copolymers with a range of volume fractions and dispersities, and found 

that the degree of dispersity can even cause morphological changes, where dispersity in the 

minority phase drives the formation of morphologies with larger mean interfacial curvature 

and dispersity in the majority phase does the opposite.93 A systematic study of dispersity in 

very low-molecular-weight diblock coöligomers demonstrated that disperse diblocks have 

increased domain spacings and more stable disordered phases (lower order–disorder 

transition temperatures) compared to their discrete analogs.94 Because dispersity impacts 

self-assembly in these ways, it is important that studies of comonomer sequence use 

polymers with very low dispersities so that the results are not dominated by dispersity 

effects. 

At low concentrations, homopolymer impurities play a similar role as dispersity in block 

copolymer assembly. The main source of potential introduction of homopolymer in these 

cases is the incomplete purification of the block copolymer after two or more homopolymers 

have been conjugated together, i.e., homopolymers that are the same molecular weight as the 

50%

40%

60%

Sequence dispersity

Composition dispersity
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incorporated blocks. The role of these impurities in the self-assembled structure is then in 

the “wet brush” regime, where the homopolymer mixes intimately with the matching block 

arranged at the block–block interface.95 (This is in contrast to the “dry brush” regime when 

MWhomopolymer > ~10 × MWblock, where the center of the domain becomes predominantly 

homopolymer and avoids penetrating the brush-like arrangement of blocks at the interface. 

This regime will not be discussed in detail, but becomes the focus of work in blend 

compatibilization of high-molecular-weight homopolymers.) For the experimentalist, it is 

useful to understand the effects of unpurified homopolymer (“wet-brush”) so that results 

are not confounded by this factor. The main effect of excess homopolymer is the swelling of 

the domain composed of the same type of polymer, where the homopolymer resides mainly 

in the center of the domain (away from the interface). The presence of homopolymer in one 

domain relaxes the complementary block in the other domain, so the overall domain spacing 

can, perhaps surprisingly, increase or decrease upon the addition of homopolymer. The 

amount of homopolymer also influences the area occupied by each chain, increasing the area 

at low concentrations/molecular weights, and decreasing it at higher 

concentrations/molecular weights.96,97 This thesis demonstrates that effects due to 

sequence, while significant, are relatively small in magnitude and could be masked by small 

amounts of unreacted homopolymer. It is suggested that sequence-defined block 

copolymers synthesized via conjugation of a sequence-defined block to a homopolymer 

block be thoroughly purified, via precipitation or, preferably, by chromatography 

(preparatory GPC or careful adsorption chromatography98). 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis describes the application of comonomer sequence control to design both 

surface and bulk properties of multi-component polymeric systems. First, the use of 

sequence in imparting fine length scales of amphiphilicity in marine antifouling coatings is 
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described in Chapter 2. Next, the role of comonomer sequence is investigated in a study of 

bulk chain conformation and segregation strength of lamellae-forming block copolymers 

(Chapter 3) and the effect these have on interfacial mixing (Chapter 4). Appendices of 

Chapters 2–4 contain useful information for those looking to repeat these materials 

syntheses or data analyses. Finally, perspectives on this work and future directions are 

offered in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2  

Polymer Backbone and 
Sequence in Marine 
Antifouling Coatings  

Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)- and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-based block 

copolymer coatings functionalized with amphiphilic, surface-active, and sequence-

controlled oligomer side chains were studied to directly compare the effects of 

hydrophilicity, hydrogen bonding, and monomer sequence on antifouling performance. 

Utilizing a modular coating architecture, structurally similar copolymers were used to make 

direct and meaningful comparisons. Amphiphilic character was imparted with non-natural 

oligopeptide and oligopeptoid pendant chains made from oligo-PEO and surface-

segregating fluoroalkyl monomer units. Surface analysis revealed rearrangement for all 

surfaces when moved from vacuum to wet environments. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) spectra indicated that the polymer backbone and oligomer interactions play key roles 

in the surface presentation. Biofouling assays using the macroalga Ulva linza showed that the 

presence of peptoid side chains facilitated the removal of sporelings on the PDMS block 

copolymer, with removal matching that of a PDMS elastomer standard. The lack of a 

hydrogen bond donor in the peptoid backbone likely contributed to the lower adhesion 
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strength of sporelings to these surfaces. Both the initial attachment and adhesion strength of 

the diatom Navicula incerta were lower on the coatings based on PEO than on those based on 

PDMS. Surprisingly, on the PEO coating bearing the blocky peptoid sequence, initial 

attachment of N. incerta showed no measurable cell density. 

This chapter was reproduced in part with permission from: Patterson, A. L.; Wenning, B.; 

Rizis, G.; Calabrese, D. R.; Finlay, J. A.; Franco, S. C.; Zuckermann, R. N.; Clare, A. S.; Kramer, 

E. J.; Ober, C. K.; Segalman, R. A. Role of Backbone Chemistry and Monomer Sequence in 

Amphiphilic Oligopeptide- and Oligopeptoid-Functionalized PDMS- and PEO-Based Block 

Copolymers for Marine Antifouling and Fouling Release Coatings. Macromolecules, 2017, 50, 

7, 2656–2667. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

 

2.1 Introduction  

Marine fouling is caused by the settlement and adhesion of a wide range of marine 

organisms on surfaces in the marine environment, and begins within minutes of immersion 

with early colonizers such as bacteria, diatoms, and algal spores.1 When surfaces such as 

ships’ hulls or other manufactured marine structures become fouled, the costs of operation 

and maintenance are significantly increased.2,3 Frequent cleaning adds cost and lowers 

operational time, and the higher drag penalties induced by a build-up of fouling organisms 

cause efficiency loss for marine vessels, resulting in increased fuel consumption and 

greenhouse gas production (representing an extra $180–260M per year for the U.S. Navy 

alone).2,4 Paints that contain biocidal compounds have proven successful in reducing 

biofouling and the associated maintenance and efficiency penalties,5 however some of these 

compounds are very persistent in marine environments and have negative effects on non-

target organisms.6,7 Environmental concerns have led to increased regulation of these 

biocidal compounds,8 creating a demand for non-toxic alternatives. 
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 Effective coatings should have both antifouling and fouling release properties (both 

reduce initial settlement of marine organisms, and disrupt or weaken adhesion of those 

organisms that do attach). Many strategies have been studied extensively, including control 

of surface topology,9-11 as well as chemically modifying surfaces using bioactive molecules,12-

17 zwitterionic groups,18-22 fluoroalkyl groups,23,24 and fluoroether networks.25,26 Particularly 

successful coatings have been produced using poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) polymers and 

oligomers27-31 as well as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).32-36 Hydrophilic PEO-based block 

copolymers have shown excellent protein adsorption resistance37-39 when compared to 

hydrophobic materials such as PDMS, while PDMS-based materials exhibit high fouling 

release due to low elastic modulus40-45 and low surface energy, as described by the Baier 

curve.46-48 

The incorporation of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic components into amphiphilic 

block copolymers has been shown to produce highly effective antifouling and fouling release 

coatings.30,35,37,49-55 These surfaces incorporate the protein resistance of hydrophilic materials 

such as PEO with the low surface energy and high fouling release of hydrophobic materials 

containing siloxane, fluoroalkyl, or alkyl groups. Because of the chemical complexity of these 

multi-component materials, the surfaces are environmentally responsive, exhibiting 

chemical reconstruction underwater.55 An effective strategy for incorporating multiple 

chemical components into a single coating is attaching side chains of various chemistries 

onto a polymeric backbone. A wide range of amphiphilic side chains have been designed and 

attached to a variety of polymer backbones to impart amphiphilicity and improved 

performance.31,36,49,52,54,56,57 An advantage to incorporating amphiphilicity via side chains is 

that structurally similar polymers can be produced, but with modular components that 

facilitate direct comparisons. 
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Another advantage to polymer architectures with modular amphiphilic side chains is that 

the length scale of amphiphilicity can be systematically explored. For chemically 

heterogeneous coatings, the length scale between different chemical functionalities at the 

surface is important for antifouling properties, with a critical length scale for low U. linza 

zoospore settlement being on the micron scale.58 Furthermore, subtle changes in the 

monomer sequence and spatial distribution of functionalities can have large effects on the 

chemical surface presentation.31,54,59,60 These effects present an opportunity to study how 

variations in sequence and composition at the molecular length scale can be used to optimize 

antifouling and fouling release performance, using components that are already in common 

use. 

Surface-active block copolymers (SABCs) have been made with pendant oligomers that 

are sequence-defined and surface-segregating, produced using peptide and peptoid 

chemistry, and allow modular incorporation of amphiphilic sequences that can tune the 

chemical composition of the surface and spatial proximity of functional groups down to the 

monomer level. Peptoids are peptide isomers, produced via a submonomer approach to solid 

phase synthesis, in which the residue functionalities are incorporated simply as primary 

amines and result in an N-substituted glycine repeat unit.61 Previous work has studied 

oligopeptides on PDMS block copolymers36 and oligopeptoids on PEO block 

copolymers,31,62,63 all utilizing amphiphilic, surface-active, sequence-defined structures to 

modify the performance of a polymeric backbone material. In one study with oligopeptoid 

sequences, fluoroalkyl groups were placed at different positions within the sequence, 

resulting in dramatically different surface and bulk properties.62 At least one fluoroalkyl 

group was necessary to surface segregate the peptoid within the PEO coating, and 

positioning fluoroalkyl groups farthest from the block copolymer attachment point 

produced coatings with the highest surface presentation of peptoid groups. In applying 
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similar materials in antifouling coatings, strong trends were seen in U. linza settlement with 

peptoid sequence, and in removal with peptoid composition and length.31 Work with 

oligopeptides has shown that using very long PEO-like and alkyl side groups is necessary to 

enhance antifouling and fouling release performance.36 The long side groups, however, 

eliminate the effects of sequence on the surface properties of the final coatings. Until now, 

these materials have been studied independently with structures that make direct 

comparisons difficult. 

 In this study, structurally similar PEO- and PDMS-based triblock copolymers were 

synthesized and functionalized with oligopeptide and oligopeptoid side chains (Figure 2.1) 

to determine how polymer chemistry, oligomer backbone chemistry, and molecular-scale 

amphiphilicity independently contribute to the antifouling and fouling release performance 

of a coating. By making sequence-defined side chains containing nearly identical subunits, 

the effects of the backbone chemistry within the side chains could be compared directly. The 

primary difference between the two is that the peptide backbone is able to both donate and 

accept hydrogen bonds, whereas the peptoid with a nitrogen-linked functional group has no 

hydrogen bond donating groups. Since the adhesives of many fouling organisms contain a 

protein component, interactions between the side chains in the coating with marine 

bioadhesives could be affected by the presence of hydrogen bonding capabilities. The 

oligomers contain equal numbers of either PEO-like or fluoroalkyl groups in two different 

sequences. The fluoroalkyl groups were used not only as the hydrophobic components of the 

amphiphilic coating, but also as surface-segregating units that define the surface chemistry. 

Each sequence contained six monomers, with three PEO-like and three fluoroalkyl side 

chains, and a terminal unit containing a thiol to allow the oligomer to be functionalized onto 

the block copolymer via thiol–ene “click” chemistry. The sequences studied include one that 

alternates the hydrophilic and hydrophobic units to produce the smallest length scale of 
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amphiphilicity (“alternating”) and a second with these groups in segments of three units of 

each type (“blocky”). 

 
 

2.2 Experimental methods 

2.2.1 Materials 

All materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise 

noted. Polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS, MD6945) 

and SEBS grafted with maleic anhydride (MA-SEBS, FG1901X) were generously provided by 

Kraton Polymers. Wang resin (100–200 mesh) was purchased from Novabiochem. 

Dimethylformamide (DMF), diisopropylcarbodiimide, trifluoroacetic acid, and low-loaded 

(0.20 mmol/g) Rink amide MBHA resin were purchased from Protein Technologies, Inc. 

1H,1H-perluoropentylamine was purchased from Manchester Organics. 

2.2.2 Synthesis of siloxane block copolymer 

Figure 2.1 Materials for comparison 

A) Functional oligomers are clicked onto 
triblock copolymer scaffolds for surface 
presentation. B) Polymer backbones: PS-b-
P(EO/AGE)-b-PS and PS-b-P(DMS-VMS)-b-
PS, each with m = 5–7 kDa PS end blocks and 
n = ~70 kDa midblocks containing x = 2.5 mol% 
vinyl groups. C) Oligomer structures: peptide 
and peptoid, each with alternating and blocky 
sequences. D) Functionalized surface-active 
block copolymers (SABCs) are spray-coated 
onto an SEBS underlayer and annealed to 
form the final surface. 
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Siloxane triblock copolymer (polystyrene-b-poly(dimethyl siloxane-co-

vinylmethylsiloxane)-b-polystyrene, PS-b-P(DMS/VMS)-b-PS) was synthesized as 

previously described.36 In short, dried styrene was polymerized anionically in benzene with 

the use of sec-butyl lithium as an initiator (Scheme 2.1). An aliquot was removed for analysis 

by GPC. The active chain ends were extended with the addition of purified 

hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane (D3) monomer to initiate siloxane polymerization. Then, the 

appropriate amount of 1,3,5-trivinyl-1,3,5-trimethylcyclotrisiloxane (V3) was added in THF 

via syringe pump over 48 hours and allowed to react for an additional 48 hours. Samples were 

analyzed via GPC and 1H-NMR to monitor the reaction. At the desired conversion, the active 

chain ends were coupled with dichlorodimethylsilane in THF, and stirred for 16 hours before 

additional coupling agent was added via syringe pump over 24 hours to ensure complete 

coupling. The final triblock was precipitated in methanol, filtered, and dried. The polymer 

was characterized by GPC to determine final molecular weight, and by 1H-NMR to determine 

vinyl content. 

 

Scheme 2.1 Anionic polymerization of PS-b-P(DMS-stat-VMS)-b-PS 

2.2.3 Synthesis of ethylene oxide block copolymer 
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The P(EO-co-AGE) midblock was synthesized as described previously30 and in appendix 

Error! Reference source not found.. In short, ethylene glycol was used as an initiator for t

he anionic co-polymerization of ethylene oxide and allyl glycidyl ether in THF. The midblock 

was terminated with isopropyl alcohol to produce terminal alcohol groups. The molecular 

weight of the midblock was determined via GPC and vinyl content was determined by 1H-

NMR. These groups were converted to macroinitiators with N-tert-butyl-O-[1-[4-

(chloromethyl)phenyl]ethyl]-N-(2-methyl-1-phynylpropyl)hydroxylamine (chloromethyl-

TIPNO) in the presence of sodium hydride, and then used to grow polystyrene endblocks via 

nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization. The triblock was washed with hexanes to remove 

auto-polymerized polystyrene homopolymer, and analyzed by GPC and 1H-NMR to 

determine polystyrene endblock molecular weight. 

2.2.4 Synthesis of non-natural amino acids for oligopeptide side chains 

First, organosulfonates were prepared by reacting 3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,6-nonafluoro 1-hexanol 

or diethylene glycol monomethyl ether with methanesulfonyl chloride under nitrogen in 

THF for 18 hours (Scheme 2.2). Excess methanesulfonyl chloride was removed by passing 

the reaction solution through a plug of silica gel, and the solvent was removed by rotary 

evaporation. 

Non-natural amino acids were synthesized by the nucleophilic displacement of the 

desired mesylate-bearing side chains by serine-Fmoc in acetonitrile and 

diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) (Scheme 2.2). The reaction was refluxed under nitrogen for 

24 hours and quenched with DI water. The functionalized amino acids were extracted into 

ethyl acetate, dried over sodium sulfate, and isolated by removal of solvent by rotary 

evaporation. 
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2.2.5 Synthesis of oligopeptides 

The synthesis of oligopeptides via solid-phase synthesis was carried out using published 

procedures on Wang resin.64 Two sequences of hexamer oligopeptides were made, one with 

three fluorinated amino acids followed by three triethylene glycol amino acids and the other 

alternating fluorinated and triethylene glycol amino acids. These will be referred to as 

“blocky” and “alternating” oligopeptides, respectively. The N-terminus was capped with 3-

mercaptopropionic acid to yield a thiol-terminated oligomer to be attached to a polymer 

backbone via thiol–ene “click” chemistry. To prevent disulfides from forming, 1.5 equivalents 

of triethyl silane was added as a reducing agent. 

2.2.6 Synthesis of 2-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethanamine for oligopeptoids 

2-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy] ethanamine submonomer was synthesized via 

published procedures.65 In short, triethylene glycol monomethyl ether was converted to a 

mesylate and isolated following procedures outlined above. The mesylate was combined 

with sodium azide in DMF and stirred at 60 °C for 24 hours. The mixture was diluted with 

excess DI water (taking care to avoid acidic pHs to prevent the formation of toxic and 

explosive hydrazoic acid), and the azide product was extracted into diethyl ether, washed 
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Scheme 2.2 Synthesis of non-natural amino acids 
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with water, dried over magnesium sulfate, and concentrated under vacuum. The azide was 

then reduced with triphenylphosphine in THF under nitrogen overnight. The solids were 

removed by filtration, and the solution washed with toluene and dichloromethane before 

concentrating in vacuo. 

2.2.7 Synthesis of oligopeptoids 

The synthesis of oligopeptoids via solid-phase submonomer synthesis was carried out 

using published procedures using Rink amide MBHA resin.61 Peptoids were redissolved in 

50:50 acetonitrile/water and washed with hexanes before lyophilizing to yield isolated 

oligomers. Two sequences of hexamer oligopeptoids were made, one with the incorporation 

of three 1H,1H-perfluoropentylamine submonomers followed by three 2-[2-(2-

methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethanamine submonomers and the other with alternating 

fluorinated and triethylene glycol submonomers. These will be referred to as “blocky” and 

“alternating” oligopeptoids, respectively. The N-terminus was capped with 3-

mercaptopropionic acid to yield a thiol-terminated oligomer to be attached to a polymer 

backbone via thiol–ene “click” chemistry. 

2.2.8 Thiol–ene “click” of oligomers to polymer backbones 

Thiol-terminated oligopeptide and oligopeptoid sequences were attached to the 

siloxane- and PEO-based block copolymers using thiol–ene “click” chemistry. For all cases, 

800 mg of triblock copolymer was dissolved in 3 mL of dichloromethane with 1 g of peptide 

or peptoid and 26 mg of 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl acetophenone (DMPA). The reaction 

solution was first purged with nitrogen, and then irradiated with 365 nm UV light from a 

handheld UV lamp for 1 hour. The functionalized PDMS-based copolymers were precipitated 

into methanol, filtered, and dried. The functionalized PEO-based copolymers were 

thoroughly dialyzed in a solution of 15% water in ethanol, and dried in vacuo. Click 
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completion was determined by 1H-NMR analysis. A total of eight samples were produced, 

based on four peptide and peptoid side chains, including two sequences, attached to two 

separate block copolymer backbones. 

2.2.9 Surface preparation 

Coated glass slides for biofouling assays were prepared as previously reported using 

SEBS materials.66 Briefly, standard microscope glass slides (3 × 1 in.) were treated with 

freshly prepared piranha solution (5:3 v/v, mixture of concentrated H2SO4 and 30 wt% H2O2 

solution) overnight, and then sequentially rinsed with distilled water and anhydrous ethanol. 

The dried clean glass slides were then immersed in 3.5% 3-(aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane 

solution (v/v in anhydrous ethanol) at room temperature overnight, followed by washing 

with water and anhydrous ethanol. The aminosilane treated glass slides were cured at 120 °C 

under reduced pressure for 2 hours before slowly cooling to room temperature. The first 

layer coating was then immediately applied by spin coating with SEBS/MA-SEBS solution 

(7% w/v SEBS and 2% w/v MA-SEBS) in toluene (2500 rpm, 30 sec), followed by curing at 120 

°C in a vacuum oven at reduced pressure for 12 hours, allowing the maleic anhydride groups 

on the polymer backbone react with amine groups on the glass surfaces, therefore improving 

the bonding of the coating to the glass. The second layer was spin coated with SEBS solution 

(12 % w/v SEBS solution) three times (2500 rpm, 30 sec), followed by annealing at 120 °C in a 

vacuum oven at reduced pressure for 12 hours to give a base layer thickness about 1 mm. The 

functionalized PDMS- and PEO-based SABCs were dissolved in 19:1 

dichloromethane/toluene and spray coated onto the surface using a Badger model 250 

airbrush, annealed in a vacuum oven at reduced pressure at 60 °C for 6 hours, then 120 °C for 

24 hours to ensure complete removal of solvents. 

2.2.10 1H NMR 
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1H NMR spectra were recorded using a Varian Gemini 400 MHz spectrometer (Cornell) 

and a Varian VNMRS 600 MHz spectrometer (UCSB) in CDCl3 solution. 

2.2.11 Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 

GPC was performed on a Waters Ambient Temperature GPC with a Waters 1515 Isocratic 

HPLC pump (Cornell) and a Waters e2695 GPC (UCSB), both using THF as an eluent. The 

instruments are equipped with both a Waters 2414 differential refractive index detector as 

well as a Waters 2489 UV-Vis detector (Cornell) and a Waters 2998 PDA detector (UCSB). 

Both instruments were calibrated using polystyrene standards. 

2.2.12 Water contact angle measurements 

Water contact angle measurements were taken using an NRL contact angle goniometer 

(ramé-hart model 100-00) using the captive bubble method previously described.67,68 

Briefly, the surfaces were immersed upside-down in deionized water at room temperature, 

and an air bubble was trapped against the immersed surface by releasing it from the tip of a 22 

gauge stainless steel needle. For each coating, the water contact angle (measured in the 

external liquid phase) was measured three times from three separate bubbles at different 

locations on the surface and averaged. These measurements were taken immediately after 

immersion in water over a total of 7 days, with measurements taken every 24 hours to study 

the reconstruction of the surfaces upon immersion in water. Because the captive bubble 

method is performed in situ, the measurements reflect the operating condition of full 

immersion. 

2.2.13 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

Measurements were performed on a Kratos Axis Ultra Spectrometer (Kratos Analytical, 

Manchester, UK) with a monochromatic aluminum Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV) operating at 
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225 W under a vacuum of 10-8 Torr. Charge compensation was carried out by injection of low-

energy electrons into the magnetic lens of the electron spectrometer. High resolution 

spectra were recorded at 20 eV pass energy at intervals of 0.05 eV. Survey spectra were 

recorded at 80 eV pass energy at intervals of 0.5 eV. Samples were measured as-annealed, as 

well as after at least 11 days of undisturbed soaking in Millipore deionized water, after which 

they were wicked dry of macroscopic water droplets and immediately analyzed. Spectra were 

calibrated to the major peak (285.00 eV for the aliphatic peak of PS, 286.45 eV for PEO, 284.38 

eV for PDMS),69 the background was subtracted, and peaks were fit using CasaXPS 2.3.16 

software. 

2.2.14 Settlement, growth, and removal bioassays of Ulva linza 

For Ulva linza assays, nine slides were equilibrated in 0.22 µm-filtered artificial seawater 

(ASW, Tropic Marin) for 72 hours before beginning the assays. Zoospores were released into 

ASW from mature plants using a standard method70 then suspended in a solution of filtered 

ASW  at a  concentration of 6.66×105 mL-1. Coated glass slides were placed in the wells of 

quadriPERM dishes and 10 mL of the spore suspension added to each well. Spores were 

allowed to settle in complete darkness for 45 minutes. After this time period, all slides were 

washed gently using filtered ASW. Three of the slides for each material were immediately 

fixed using 2.5% glutaraldehyde in seawater to determine the spore settlement densities. 

These slides were analyzed under a Zeiss Axioscop 2 fluorescence microscope using 

AxioVision 4	image analysis software.71  Counting was performed using an automated 

program for 30 fields of view of 0.15 mm2 per slide. 

The remaining six slides were immersed in a nutrient supplemented ASW72 and cultured 

in an illuminated incubator at 18 °C for seven days. The biomass on the surfaces was 

measured indirectly by fluorescence of the chlorophyll contained in the plants using a Tecan 

fluorescence plate reader (GENios Plus), the output recorded in relative fluorescence units 
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(RFU) as the mean of 70 point fluorescence readings taken from the central portion of each 

slide. 

The strength of sporeling attachment was determined using a water jet with an impact 

pressure of 70 kPa.73  The biomass on the surfaces was again determined using the Tecan 

plate reader to determine the removal of sporelings. 

2.2.15 Attachment and removal bioassays of Navicula incerta 

For Navicula incerta assays, six slides were equilibrated in 0.22 µm filtered ASW for 24 

hours prior to testing. Cultured N. incerta cells were diluted to an approximate chlorophyll 

content of 0.25 µg mL-1. 10 mL of the suspension was added to each of six replicate slides of 

each coating type and allowed to settle for 2 hours. After that time, slides were exposed to 5 

minutes of shaking on an orbital shaker at 60 rpm and rinsed with seawater. Three slides 

were removed and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde for measurement of initial attachment. The 

samples were air dried and the density of cells attached to the surface was counted on each 

slide by eye using a fluorescence microscope to illuminate the samples. Counts were made 

for 15 fields of view (each 0.15 mm2) on each slide. 

The strength of diatom attachment was determined for 3 slides of each coating type using 

a water channel with a shear stress of 33 Pa.74 After exposure to shear stress, samples were 

fixed and the number of cells remaining was counted, as described above. 

2.2.16 Statistical analysis for bioassays 

For settlement U. linza and initial attachment of N. incerta, a one-way analysis of variance 

was performed to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between groups 

(p<0.05), followed by a post hoc pairwise Tukey comparison test. For percent removal, these 

statistical tests were performed on arcsine transformed data of fractional removal of 

organisms. 
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2.3 Polymer backbone: Comparing PEO- and PDMS-based coatings 

Functional surface active block copolymers were synthesized from triblocks of PS and 

vinyl-containing PEO- or PDMS-based midblocks, to which sequence-specific and surface-

segregating oligomers (based on peptide or peptoid chemistry) were attached via thiol–ene 

“click” chemistry. The resulting amphiphilic copolymers were spray-coated onto an SEBS 

underlayer to form the final antifouling surface. Surfaces were evaluated for chemical 

presentation via captive bubble water contact angle measurements and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy, and for antifouling and fouling release performance via bioassays of Ulva linza 

and Navicula incerta. The key results from comparing polymer backbone material, oligomer 

side chain chemistry, and oligomer sequence are discussed below. 

PEO- and PDMS-based block copolymers have been extensively studied as antifouling 

and fouling release coating materials, but the diversity of coating chemistries has made it 

difficult to determine universal design rules. In directly comparing these materials side-by-

side, differences in surface rearrangement (determined by captive bubble water contact 

angle and XPS measurements) led to differences in fouling performance with the model 

organisms Ulva linza and Navicula incerta. 

In comparing polymer scaffolds, the relative surface energies of the polymer backbone 

and side chains define the composition of the surface. In the annealed (dry) state, XPS 

indicates that PDMS dominates the surface of all PDMS-based coatings (Figure 2.3Figure 

2.2a), which also had similar water contact angles equal to that of the unfunctionalized SABC 

(approximately 71°, Figure 2.2b). For all PEO-based SABCs, XPS indicates that fluorocarbon-

containing oligomers accumulate at the surface in the dry state, and unlike the PDMS-based 

coatings, the initial difference between water contact angles of the unfunctionalized PEO 

coating (56°) and all PEO-based functionalized coatings (32–37°) was quite large. This 

difference in initial water contact angle is further evidence that the side chains populate the 
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interface more readily in PEO-based systems than on a siloxane-based backbone, likely due 

to the low surface energy of the fluorocarbon moieties that drives surface segregation even in 

the dry state. Conversely, the unfunctionalized PEO SABC surface is enriched in carbon over 

the theoretical bulk value (89% and 71%, respectively), consistent with an enrichment of 

carbon-rich polystyrene at the surface in the dry state and a larger initial water contact angle. 

Upon exposure to water, surface rearrangement was observed via XPS for all coatings 

except two (both peptoid sequences on PEO, which consistently display a surface enriched 

in peptoid side chains). High resolution C1s XPS confirms the increase of C–O bonds (286.45 

eV) on both PDMS and PEO SABC surfaces (indicated by arrows in Figure 2.2a). For PDMS-

based coatings, this suggests the migration of oligomer side chains to the surface, as C–O 

ether bonds appear only in the side chains of the PDMS SABC structure and not the polymer 

backbone. As the coatings hydrated, differences between the water contact angles of 

functionalized and control materials became more prominent. Within one week, all 

functionalized siloxane SABCs became more hydrophilic than the unfunctionalized siloxane 

coating and approached similar values in the 26–30° range. Some factors responsible for 

these changes are surface rearrangement of functionalized coatings that results in more 

PEO-like groups at the surface, as well as likely a stable hydration layer forming and water 

filling the rougher surface created by spray-coating (even the unmodified PDMS SABC 

becomes more hydrophilic, approaching 35° after 7 days).75 The rearrangement of functional 

groups accounts for the lower contact angles, and thus greater apparent hydrophilicity, of 

the functionalized coatings as compared to the unfunctionalized PDMS SABC. 

For PEO-based coatings, a similar trend of increased hydrophilicity with time was seen. 

As the coatings hydrated, the contact angles of functionalized and bare PEO samples 

approach similar values, indicating that underwater the PEO and PEO-like side chains 

gradually dominate the surface.  
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Overall, all samples become more hydrophilic when immersed in water, with all 

functionalized coatings approaching similar equilibrium values (in the range of 26–31°) 

distinct from those of either polymer backbone (PEO 22 ± 2°, PDMS 35 ± 2°) (Figure 2.2b). 

That functionalized coatings based on such dissimilar materials as PEO and PDMS show 

similar water contact angles indicates that their common peptide and peptoid side chains, 

not the polymer backbones, define the equilibrium contact angle under water. PDMS-based 

coatings experience more dramatic rearrangement under hydration, and PEO-based 

coatings have more consistent side chain presentation regardless of environment. After 

soaking, the surface presentation of hydrophilic side chains does increase when measured by 

XPS, but it is difficult to know how closely the structure corresponds to that of the fully 

hydrated surface due to unknown reconstruction kinetics in vacuum during the 

measurement, so only qualitative comparisons can be made. 

 

 

Antifouling and fouling release performance was evaluated using settlement and removal 

bioassays of the macroalga Ulva linza and the diatom Navicula incerta. Initial attachment 

Figure 2.2 Evidence for rearrangement upon soaking 

For ease of presentation, only alternating peptide side chains are shown. A) High resolution C1s XPS spectra 
of functionalized PEO and PDMS SABCs. Upon soaking, both PDMS- and PEO-based coatings exhibit more 
C–O bond character (peak at 286.45 eV). B) Water contact angles via captive bubble contact angle 
measurements (values reported are measured in the external water phase). All coatings become more 
hydrophilic over days, with functionalized coatings approaching very similar values regardless of polymer 
backbone. Error bars show standard deviation of three measurements. 
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studies using spores of U. linza showed that most samples had similar settlement densities to 

those of the unfunctionalized PEO and PDMS SABC controls. Two samples (alternating 

peptoid on PEO and alternating peptide on PDMS) outperformed their unfunctionalized 

SABC controls, indicating possible synergy between polymer backbone and pendant 

functional groups (Figure 2.3c). 

Exposure of the coatings to a 70 kPa waterjet indicated significant differences in 

sporeling adhesion strength to the surface depending on polymer backbone (one-way 

analysis of variance on arcsine transformed data, F9,50 = 36, p<0.05). In general, the fouling 

release properties of the PDMS-based coatings were superior to those of the PEO-based 

coatings (Figure 2.3d). When functionalized onto the PEO SABC, none of the side chains 

improved sporeling removal relative to that of the PEO control. On the PDMS SABC, all side 

chains exhibited fouling release superior to those based on the PEO SABC. In particular, the 

peptoid side chains on PDMS exhibited much higher removal than both the PDMS control 

and analogues based on the PEO backbone, with 91–95% of sporelings being removed. 

Initial attachment of the diatom Navicula incerta was reduced on all the functionalized 

PEO-based coatings versus the functionalized PDMS-based coatings (one-way analysis of 

variance, F9, 440 = 52.2, p<0.05). Each functionalized PEO-based coating had significantly 

reduced initial attachment of diatoms relative to the unfunctionalized control (Figure 2.3e), 

with the coating functionalized with a blocky peptoid side chain having zero observed cells 

attached. Except for one (blocky peptoid), the addition of side chains to the PDMS backbone 

did not improve N. incerta attachment. 

Exposure to a shear stress of 33 Pa indicated significant differences in cell adhesion 

strength depending on polymer backbone (one-way analysis of variance on arcsine 

transformed data,	F9, 440 = 133, p<0.05). In general, the fouling release properties of the PEO-

based coatings were superior to those of the PDMS-based coatings, with percent cell 
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removals of 77–89% for PEO-based coatings and 0–12% for PDMS-based coatings (Figure 

2.3f). The superior performance of PEO-based coatings over PDMS-based coatings is 

consistent with the findings of previous studies that have shown cells of  N. incerta tend to be 

more weakly attached to hydrophilic than to hydrophobic surfaces.76-78 The bubble contact 

angles indicated that the PEO-based coatings had become more hydrophilic than those 

based on the PDMS SABC after the 24 hours of soaking before introduction to diatoms, 

which is consistent with the trend observed in release performance. 

The polymer backbone plays a critical role in the performance of coatings, especially in 

fouling release. The fouling release of U. linza was superior on PDMS-based coatings, while 

PEO-based coatings were superior for removal of N. incerta. In terms of organism settlement 

and initial attachment, the trends were less clear, and superior performance depended on 

specific pairings of both polymer and side chain backbone chemistries. The standout 

performance against U. linza of the alternating peptoid on the PEO SABC and alternating 

peptide on the PDMS SABC, and against N. incerta of the blocky peptoid on the PEO SABC 

indicates synergy between polymer backbone and pendant functional groups in antifouling. 
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2.4 Side chain chemistry: Comparing peptide and peptoid oligomers 

In comparing oligopeptide and oligopeptoid pendant side chains, the main objective was 

to elucidate the effect of hydrogen bonding in the side chain backbone on surface 

presentation and antifouling and fouling release performance. Significant differences 

emerged in rearrangement kinetics upon soaking, as well as in antifouling and fouling release 

performance, pointing to distinct interactions of side chain backbones with water and 

fouling biomolecules. In all surface measurements and fouling performances, it was found 

Figure 2.3 Polymer backbone comparison 

For ease of presentation, results from just 
the alternating sequence are shown. A) 
Materials for comparison. B) High 
resolution C1s XPS of soaked surfaces 
soaked. C) Settlement results of Ulva linza 
spores. Achieving low settlement depends 
on a combination of polymer backbone and 
side chain. D) Percent removal of U. linza  
sporelings after 1 week of growth. PDMS-
based SABCs achieve higher removal than 
PEO-based coatings. E) Settlement of N. 
incerta cells. PEO-based coatings have lower 
settlement than PDMS-based coatings. F) 
Percent removal of N. incerta cells. PEO-
based coatings have higher removal than 
PDMS-based coatings. For C, E, and F, error 
bars show 95% confidence limits, and for D 
error bars show standard error of the mean. 
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that the polymer backbone strongly influenced the results in comparing side chain 

chemistries. 

Equilibrated bubble contact angle values were similar for all functionalized coatings, and 

there were no significant differences between peptide- and peptoid-functionalized PEO 

SABCs over 7 days of measurements. However, the rearrangement kinetics of the 

functionalized PDMS SABCs varied depending on the side chain. On PDMS, the peptide-

functionalized coatings exhibited much faster surface reconstruction than their analogous 

peptoid-functionalized coatings, reaching lower water contact angle values earlier in the 

experiment (deviating significantly within 24 hours, and accumulating an approximately 20° 

difference by 48 hours). It seems that the peptide-functionalized PDMS-based coatings have 

a stronger driving force for rearrangement and hydration, distinct from the peptoid-

functionalized and unfunctionalized PDMS SABCs. It is possible that the oligopeptide’s 

ability to hydrogen bond causes a faster migration to the surface, as the peptide backbone 

can interact more strongly with water as both a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor. The 

peptoid backbone is only a hydrogen bond acceptor, which could lead to slower hydration. 

However, high resolution C1s XPS for peptide- and peptoid-functionalized PDMS SABCs 

were identical, in both the as-annealed and soaked states. In examining the survey spectra, 

only the peptoid-functionalized PDMS SABCs display a very small F1s signal after soaking 

(comprising ≤1% of the total surface composition), corresponding to the fluorocarbon 

moieties of the side chains. This could be further evidence for the peptide-functionalized 

PDMS SABCs rearranging on a faster timescale than their peptoid analogues, resulting in a 

faster rearrangement to the “dry” state where the PDMS backbone dominates and there is no 

side chain presentation. However, as previously mentioned, the rearrangement kinetics in 

vacuum are not known, so we can only make qualitative comparisons. 
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Both peptide- and peptoid-functionalized PEO surfaces showed similar trends in contact 

angle with soaking time, becoming mildly more hydrophilic over 7 days. After soaking, 

surface rearrangement was observed via XPS for the peptide-functionalized coatings only, 

with oligopeptoids presenting at the surface in both the dry and soaked states (Figure 2.4b). 

However, after soaking, none of the peptide-functionalized coatings showed signal in the 

high resolution N1s or F1s spectra, indicating that the peptide backbone was below the top 

~10 nm of the surface during the measurement, and that the only the backbone PEO and 

PEO-like sidechains were segregating to the surface. A possible explanation is that the 

hydrogen-bonding oligopeptides are interacting with each other in the hydrated PEO bulk 

and are either unable to segregate as strongly to the surface as the oligopeptoids or migrate 

away from the surface in the XPS due to exposure to air/vacuum on time scales similar to 

those of the measurement. 

In the settlement of spores of U. linza, the response to side chain chemistry was 

dependent on polymer backbone. There was no clear trend with side chain chemistry on PEO 

SABCs, but peptide-functionalized PDMS coatings had lower spore settlement than their 

peptoid analogues. In removal of U. linza sporelings, there was again a dependence on 

polymer backbone, with no clear trend on the PEO SABCs with side chain chemistry, but a 

clear difference on the PDMS SABC, with the peptoid samples showing higher removal of 

sporelings than the peptide samples (Figure 2.4c). While previous work with oligopeptide-

functionalized coatings has been able to increase removal from PDMS,35 the amino acids in 

that study had longer amphiphilic side groups than those studied here, which likely masked 

any effect of hydrogen bonding in the peptide backbone. 

 In the settlement of cells of N. incerta, as mentioned above, the PEO-based materials 

outperformed the PDMS-based coatings, with the peptoid-functionalized coatings having 

particularly low cell attachment (there were no measurable cells on the PEO–peptoid 
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coating with a blocky sequence) (Figure 2.4e). This superior performance is likely due to the 

combination of an inherently hydrophilic PEO backbone and an amphiphilic antifouling side 

chain that lacks hydrogen bonding. In removal of diatoms, there is no trend with side chain 

(Figure 2.4f). 

Overall, trends with polymer backbone dominated over those with side chain chemistry, 

but a few effects with side chain stand out. The addition of peptoid side chains significantly 

enhanced the removal of organisms from already high-performing polymer backbones: 

peptoid-functionalization of PDMS SABCs improved removal of U. linza sporelings, and 

peptoid-functionalization PEO SABCs reduced N. incerta cell attachment. The addition of 

peptoid side chains also lowered the N. incerta settlement on PDMS as compared to the 

peptide-functionalized analogues. We hypothesize that the superior performance of peptoid 

side chains stems from the key chemical difference between these otherwise identical 

oligomers: peptoids lack the ability to donate a hydrogen bond, while peptides have both 

hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. These intermolecular forces may be the reason that 

the peptoid-functionalized coatings outperformed the peptide-functionalized coatings. 
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2.5 Sequence and length scale of amphiphilicity 

The main objective in comparing oligomer sequences was to understand how the length 

scale of amphiphilicity impacts surface presentation and coating performance. 

Incorporating alternating and blocky sequences of fluoroalkyl and oligo-PEO groups (Figure 

2.5a) resulted in subtle differences in surface chemistry measured with XPS, and only 

affected performance in one bioassay (attachment of N. incerta). Overall, sequence effects 

were less clear than those from side chain or backbone chemistries. 

Figure 2.4 Comparison of side chains 

For ease of presentation, results for just 
alternating sequences are shown. A) 
Amphiphilic side chain chemistries. B) 
High-resolution C1s XPS of soaked PEO-
based surfaces. Peptoids present more 
strongly than peptides. C) Settlement 
results of Ulva linza spores. Side chain 
chemistry has an effect only on the PDMS 
SABC, where peptide-functionalized 
coatings have lower settlement. D) 
Percent removal of U. linza sporelings 
after 1 week of growth. Side chain 
chemistry has an effect only on the PDMS 
SABC, where peptoid-functionalized 
coatings have remarkably high removal. 
E) Settlement of N. incerta cells. There is 
little trend with side chain chemistry. F) 
Percent removal of N. incerta cells. 
Removal is dictated by polymer backbone, 
with no effect of side chain. For C, E, and 
F, error bars show 95% confidence limits, 
and for D error bars show standard error 
of the mean. 
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In the dry, annealed state, there was no difference by XPS within pairs of alternating- and 

blocky-functionalized coatings. After soaking, with the exception of the peptoid-

functionalized PEO SABCs, which always present surfaces enriched in peptoid regardless of 

wet/dry state or sequence, almost all alternating-functionalized coatings showed larger 

increases in C–O at the surface than the blocky-functionalized coatings (Figure 2.5b). In a 

previous study, it was found that surfaces that incorporated oligopeptoids with consecutive 

(or blocky) fluoroalkyl groups had increased intermolecular interactions.62 In the current 

study, it possible that the blocky oligomers exhibit similar strong fluorocarbon–

fluorocarbon interactions when exposed to air or vacuum, causing the blocky oligomers to 

become buried below the surface in the vacuum conditions of the XPS and resulting in 

spectra very similar to those of the unfunctionalized controls. However, we found that 

blocky-functionalized coatings performed differently from the controls in fouling tests and 

achieved the same low water contact angles as their alternating-sequence analogues, 

indicating that the blocky oligomers are in fact at the surface when in the hydrated state. 

For U. linza settlement and removal, the sequence of hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

groups in the side chain made little difference in the efficacy of the coating (Figure 2.5c), with 

slightly better performance of alternating sequences over blocky ones. Although a previous 

study found that increasing the number of consecutive fluoroalkyl groups was worse for both 

antifouling and fouling release,31 the sequences used in this study may not have enough 

monomer units in each side chain for significant differences to appear. Further studies with 

longer sequences would likely give further insight into the role of sequence in coating 

performance. 

For initial attachment of N. incerta, there was no effect of sequence on PEO SABCs, but 

PDMS-based coatings functionalized with alternating sequences had statistically higher 

settlement than their blocky analogues (Figure 2.5e). There was no difference with sequence 
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in diatom removal (Figure 2.5f). Overall, differences arising from sequence in surface 

presentation and antifouling performance were much subtler than differences stemming 

from side chain or polymer backbone chemistries. 

 

2.6 Conclusions 

PEO- and PDMS-based block copolymers have been extensively studied as antifouling 

and fouling release coating materials, but the diversity of coating chemistries has made 

universal design rules difficult to determine. The impact of polymer scaffold choice and 

Figure 2.5 Sequence comparison 

For ease of presentation, results for just 
oligopeptide side chains are shown. A) 
Alternating and blocky hexamers. B) High 
resolution C1s XPS of soaked surfaces. C) 
Settlement results of Ulva linza spores. 
There is no significant trend with 
sequence. D) Percent removal of U. linza 
sporelings after 1 week of growth. There is 
no significant trend with sequence. E) 
Settlement of N. incerta cells. On PDMS 
SABCs, blocky coatings have lower 
settlement. F) Percent removal of N. 
incerta cells. Removal is dictated by 
polymer backbone, with no effect of 
sequence. For C–F, only peptide side 
chains are shown for ease of presentation. 
Error bars show 95% confidence limits. 
For C, E, and F, error bars show 95% 
confidence limits, and for D error bars 
show standard error of the mean. 
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incorporation of hydrogen bonding capabilities have been studied independently with 

different structures, which made direct comparisons difficult. In this study, PEO- and 

PDMS-based SABCs were functionalized with amphiphilic surface-active oligopeptides or 

oligopeptoids. Each of these side chain structures incorporated sequence control into a 

traditional block copolymer architecture, and allowed the study of different length scales of 

amphiphilicity. With this hierarchical and modular design, meaningful conclusions about the 

role of subtle functional group differences, surface chemistry design, and environmental 

response can be gathered. By correlating surface characterization with the results from U. 

linza and N. incerta  biofouling assays, design rules and trends in performance can be used to 

improve the design of antifouling and fouling release coatings. 

After soaking in water, all coatings become more hydrophilic over the time scale of days. 

All functionalized coatings approach very similar water contact angle values after 7 days, 

distinct from either unfunctionalized control, indicating a migration of their similar side 

chains to the surface. PDMS-based coatings have a larger change in water contact angle, 

correlating to the superior release of U. linza sporelings. Furthermore, high resolution XPS 

spectra indicate an increase in C–O ether bond character upon soaking for all coatings, 

corresponding to a migration of ether-bearing side chains to the surface. Peptide-

functionalized coatings do not display a fluorine signal after soaking, possibly indicating fast 

rearrangement kinetics in vacuum that bury peptide oligomers due to hydrogen bonding 

interactions between side chains within the coating. 

Fouling release performance was largely determined by polymer backbone chemistry, 

with U. linza having lower adhesion strength on PDMS-based coatings and N. incerta having 

lower adhesion strength on PEO-based coatings. For U. linza, peptoid-functionalized PDMS 

SABCs had the best removal, improved most by peptoid side chains, which had percent 

removal values of up to 95%. Settlement of U. linza spores did not show a clear trend with any 
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of the variables studied, with two coatings showing improved performance (alternating 

peptoid on PEO SABC and alternating peptide on PDMS SABC). Initial attachment of N. 

incerta was also lower on PEO-based coatings, with standout performance from the blocky 

peptoid PEO SABC, which had zero observed cells. 

Differences arising from sequence were much less pronounced than those arising from 

either polymer or side chain chemistry. Blocky sequences consistently presented less side 

chain via XPS, indicating possible self-interaction within the coating of consecutive of 

fluoroalkyl groups. 

In considering the choice of polymer backbone, this work emphasizes that synergies 

between these materials can lead to dramatic improvements in performance. Overall, for 

both fouling species, the peptoid-functionalized coatings outperformed the peptide-

functionalized coatings, improving both U. linza removal and N. incerta settlement, 

suggesting that coatings devoid of hydrogen bond donors may achieve better overall 

performance.  
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Chapter 3  

Sequence effects on 
chain conformation and 
segregation strength 

Polymers with sequence control offer the possibility of tuning segregation strength with 

comonomer sequence instead of chemical identity. Here, we have synthesized polystyrene-

b-polypeptoid diblock copolymers that differ only in the sequence of comonomers in the 

polypeptoid block, where nonpolar phenyl side chains are incorporated to tune compatibility 

with polystyrene. Using small-angle X-ray scattering, we see that these materials readily self-

assemble into lamellae, with domain spacings and order–disorder transition temperatures 

varying with sequence, despite identical composition. The ordered state is likely governed by 

chain conformational effects that localize compatibilizing comonomers at the block–block 

interface. These altered chain conformations are supported by simulations with self-

consistent field theory (SCFT) and lead to the observed changes in domain spacing. 

However, the trends seen in the order–disorder transition are not captured by SCFT 

simulations or effective 𝜒 parameters, measured in the disordered phase by approximating 

the copolypeptoid as a uniform block. The disagreement between measured thermodynamic 

properties and coarse-grained approaches like SCFT and effective 𝜒 points to the 
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importance of molecular-scale effects in sequence-defined materials. Additionally, a reversal 

in relative disordering temperatures between forward and inverse taper sequences is 

observed compared to previous studies, likely due to a combination of sequence definition at 

the monomer lengthscale and the use of a “styrene-like” compatibilizing side chain, rather 

than a true polystyrene repeat unit. These results demonstrate that comonomer sequence 

tunes chain conformation and segregation strength, suggesting that sequence design could 

be used to target desired properties and morphologies in block copolymer materials while 

retaining important chemical functionalities. 

This chapter was reproduced in part with permission from: A. L. Patterson, S. P. O. 

Danielsen, B. Yu, E. C. Davidson, G. H. Fredrickson, R. A. Segalman. Sequence Effects on 

Block Copolymer Self-Assembly through Tuning Chain Conformation and Segregation 

Strength Utilizing Sequence-Defined Polypeptoids. Macromolecules, 2019, 52, 3, 1277–1286. 

Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Block copolymers with tunable compatibility enable direct control over segregation 

strength, a key driving force for self-assembly and blend compatibilization. The segregation 

strength of a block copolymer (𝜒N) can be tuned by changing the block–block interaction 

parameter (𝜒), typically achieved by changing the chemical identity of one or both blocks, or 

the overall polymer size (N).1 However, the 𝜒 parameter between blocks is difficult to 

predict, testing different materials can be synthetically impractical, and the choice of a 

particular chemistry or chain length is often integral to the function of the resulting material. 

With these restrictions, targeting and tuning block copolymer properties can be challenging. 
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One strategy toward tuning segregation strength is to incorporate compatibilizing 

groups into one or both blocks.2,3 Experimental approaches have leveraged advances in 

controlled polymerization chemistries to produce smoothly-varying composition profiles 

that span the length of the chain (gradients), modify just the block junction (tapers), or 

insert comonomer-rich domains along the length of the chain, resulting in desirable 

morphologies and greatly reduced TODTs.4-11 Further, molecular simulations have predicted 

that changing the sequence on the monomer lengthscale can affect dynamics, chain 

conformations, and morphologies, suggesting that synthetic control of not only composition 

profiles but comonomer sequence could lead to designing materials with predictable 

properties.12-14 However, traditional synthetic approaches produce a disperse population of 

chains and cannot control the placement of single monomers, preventing experimental 

access to these precise sequences. Some synthetic strategies have been developed that target 

fine sequence control (often through sequence-defined macromonomers or iterative 

orthogonal reactions), and biopolymers such as polypeptides and nucleic acids are 

inherently sequence-defined, but until very recently, most of these approaches have either 

been limited in production scale for use in bulk polymer physics studies or are not able to 

access arbitrary sequences.15-23 There is considerable opportunity to experimentally 

investigate the range of promising behaviors expected for these precise materials. 

Synthesized at large scale via highly efficient solid-phase synthesis,24 polypeptoids (N-

substituted polyglycines) are emerging materials for polymer applications where sequence 

plays a critical role in function. The exact sequence control afforded with this model system 

has led to discoveries in foldamers and self-assembling nanostructures in solution, and in 

bulk studies of crystallization and self-assembling systems for ion transport.25-31 Pure 

polypeptoid and polystyrene–polypeptoid diblock copolymers have been shown to self-

assemble into a variety of bulk microstructures.32-36 In the study of polystyrene–polypeptoid 
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materials, phenyl side chains incorporated into the polar polypeptoid block acted as 

compatibilizing groups, lowering the order–disorder transition temperature in a similar 

manner to gradient and taper copolymers.36 With behavior resembling that of traditional 

polymer systems and unique synthetic control, polypeptoids are poised for studying precise 

compositional and sequence effects. 

The present study demonstrates the ability for sequence control of comonomers to 

directly tune both the chain conformations and segregation strength of self-assembling 

block copolymers, resulting in differences in domain spacing and phase stability. Sequences 

with compatibilizing groups distributed along the chain length are observed to have smaller 

domain spacings and lower order–disorder transition temperatures than tapered sequences, 

likely due to chain conformations made possible by localization of compatibilizing groups at 

the microdomain interface. These conclusions are supported by simulations performed with 

self-consistent field theory (SCFT). The order–disorder transition temperature (TODT) is 

also observed to be a function of sequence, but the trend in TODTs does not match that seen 

with SCFT or effective interaction parameters (extracted from scattering measurements in 

the disordered melt). We conclude that sequence-dependent chain conformations dominate 

the observed geometric and thermodynamic properties, and that coarse-grained approaches 

do not capture the molecular-scale physics at play in sequence-defined materials. 

3.2 Experimental methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

Solvents and reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without 

further purification unless otherwise noted. Rink amide MBHA resin was purchased from 

Novabiochem at 0.78 mmol/g loading. Anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) and 

diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) were used in click reactions. HPLC-grade tetrahydrofuran 
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(THF), water, and acetonitrile were used for precipitations, lyophilization, and MALDI-MS 

sample preparation. Styrene, ethyl-α-bromoisobutyrate (EBiB), and N,N,Nʹ,Nʺ,Nʺ-

pentamethyldiethyltriamine (PMDETA) were filtered through alumina immediately before 

use. 

3.2.2 Synthesis of alkyne-terminated polypeptoids 

Polypeptoids were synthesized as previously described.24 First, rink amide resin (0.78 

mmol/g, 300 µmol scale) was deprotected twice with 4-methylpiperidine (30 eq, 20% v/v in 

DMF). Bromoacetic acid (12 eq, 0.6 M in DMF) and diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC, 11.5 eq, 

59% v/v in DMF) were added and mixed for 20 min. The bromide chain end was then 

displaced with an amine (methoxyethylamine (Nme), phenylethylamine (Npe), or 

phenylpropylamine (Npp), 16 eq, 1M in DMF) for 1 hr. The resin was washed with DMF five 

times between each synthetic step. After the desired sequence was synthesized, an additional 

unit was added in the same method, displacing with propargylamine (Nprg) to add an alkyne 

endgroup. Finally, the chain end was acetylated with a solution of equimolar acetic 

anhydride and pyridine (8 eq, 0.4 M in DMF), washed with DMF and dichloromethane 

(DCM), and dried with nitrogen flow. Polypeptoids were cleaved from the resin using 40 mL 

of a trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) cleavage cocktail with the composition DCM:TFA:H2O (48.75 : 

48.75 : 2.5) for 10 min. The resin was filtered and rinsed with more cleavage cocktail and 

DCM. The collected solution was dried in vacuo and lyophilized twice from acetonitrile:water 

(1:1) solutions to yield white powders. Note: TFA is a volatile strong acid. Evaporation was 

performed with a cold trap at –90 °C. Precautions were taken to isolate TFA waste streams. 

Polypeptoid molecular weight was confirmed by MALDI-MS and UPLC-MS. 

3.2.3 Synthesis of azide-terminated polystyrene 
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First, bromine-terminated polystyrene (PS) was synthesized via atom transfer radical 

polymerization (ATRP). EBiB (146 µL, 1 eq), PMDETA (42 µL, 0.2 eq), and styrene (5 g, 48 eq) 

were combined in an oven-dried Schlenk flask. The solution was sparged with nitrogen for 30 

min before adding copper (I) bromide (29 mg, 0.2 eq). The mixture was further degassed 

with three freeze–pump–thaw cycles (to pressures <100 mTorr), and then stirred under a 

nitrogen atmosphere at 100 °C until the mixture solidified, approximately 24 hours. The 

solid was dissolved in THF, filtered through alumina to remove copper compounds, and then 

precipitated into 1 L methanol. The filtered polymer was dried in vacuo overnight at 35 °C 

before being redissolved in DMF (at 200 mg/mL) and combined with sodium azide (90 mg, 

1.5 eq). The reaction was stirred overnight at room temperature, then precipitated twice into 

1 L methanol, stirring the second precipitation overnight to fully separate trace sodium 

azide. Note: Sodium azide forms toxic and explosive hydrazoic acid when in contact with strong 

acids. Precautions were taken to isolate azide waste streams. The final polymer was filtered and 

dried overnight in vacuo at 35 °C to yield a white solid. Molecular weight was determined by 

GPC against PS standards to be Mn = 5200 g/mol, Đ = 1.12. 

3.2.4 Synthesis of polystyrene–polypeptoid diblock copolymers 

In a typical reaction, alkyne-terminated polypeptoid (100 mg) was combined with azide-

terminated polystyrene (220 mg, 2 eq) and anhydrous DMF (3 mL) in an oven-dried flask. 

DIPEA (37 μL, 10 eq) and PMDETA (22 μL, 5 eq) were added, and the solution was sparged 

with nitrogen for 30 min. In a separate, oven-dried Schlenk flask, ascorbic acid (19 mg, 6 eq) 

and copper (I) bromide (15 mg, 5 eq) were added, and the flask was evacuated and backfilled 

with nitrogen three times. The sparged solution was added to the Schlenk flask with a 

degassed syringe, and the mixture was further degassed with three freeze–pump–thaw cycles 

(to pressures <100 mTorr), before stirring under static vacuum at 50 °C for 40 hours. The 
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solution was then diluted with DMF and filtered through alumina to remove copper 

compounds. The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo and precipitated from THF into a 

mixture of 2:3 cyclohexane:hexanes to remove excess polystyrene. The precipitate was dried 

in vacuo before purifying by preparatory GPC with THF as the eluent. A final precipitation of 

the isolated product in 2:3 cyclohexane:hexanes and drying in vacuo yielded a clear, glassy 

solid. Purified block copolymer was characterized by MALDI-MS to ensure block coupling 

and the absence of unreacted homopolymer. The typical purity characterization via GPC was 

not possible for this system, as the polypeptoid interacts with the column, producing an 

artificially low molecular weight and thus an immeasurable shift in peak elution time for the 

block copolymer versus the polystyrene homopolymer. 

3.2.5 Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) 

MALDI-MS was performed on a Bruker Microflex LRF MALDI TOF mass spectrometer. 

All solutions were prepared in HPLC-quality THF. Samples were dissolved at 200 µM and 

combined 1:1 vol/vol with 10 mg/mL dithranol (polypeptoids) or 20 mg/mL trans-2-[3-(4-tert-

butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malonitrile (DCTB) with AgTFA added at 0.1 

mg/mL to aid in ionization of polystyrene-containing materials. All matrix–sample mixtures 

were spotted (1 µL) onto a polished steel MALDI target plate (Bruker). Mass spectra were 

collected in positive reflectron (polypeptoids) or linear mode (diblocks copolymers), 

summing at least 600 shots. Mass peaks were calibrated against peptide and protein 

standards (Bruker, prepared as prescribed) in a mass range of 600–18,000 Da. 

3.2.6 Ultra performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry  

UPLC-MS was performed on a Waters Xevo G2-XS, equipped with a time-of-flight mass 

spectrometer utilizing electrospray ionization. Samples were dissolved at 100 µM in 

appropriate acetonitrile/water mixtures for analysis (with 0.1% formic acid). Separation was 
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achieved on a Waters BEH C18 column with eluent gradients of 5–80% acetonitrile in water 

to 100% acetonitrile over 8 minutes. Polypeptoid materials were detected by UV absorption 

at 214 nm. Doubly, triply, and quadruply charged species were detected, with the addition of 

two, three, or four ions (H+ or Na+), respectively. 

3.2.7 Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 

Analytical chromatography was performed on a Waters e2695 GPC at 35 °C with THF as 

the eluent (Figure 3.1). The instrument was equipped with an Agilent 6µm MiniMIX-D 

column, Waters 2414 differential refractive index detector, and Waters 2998 PDA detector 

(monitoring at 214 nm and 254 nm). Molecular weights were calibrated using polystyrene 

standards in the range 350–350,000 Da, and the polymer was determined to have 

Mn = 5200 g/mol with Đ	= 1.12.	

 
Figure 3.1 Characterization of azide-terminated polystyrene (GPC) 

 

Preparatory GPC (prep-GPC) was performed on a similar Waters system equipped with 

an Agilent 10µm MIXED-D column, with THF as the eluent. 

3.2.8 Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 

Samples were prepared by sealing one side of aluminum washers with Kapton tape, with 

Kapton film blocking the adhesive in the center. Dry diblock copolymer samples were added 

to the center and annealed at reduced pressure (4 × 10–8 Torr) at 170 °C for at least 3 hours, 
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then cooled at 1 °C/min to 110 °C and annealed for at least 16 hours to form equilibrium bulk 

morphologies. After cooling to room temperature in vacuum, the second side of the washer 

was sealed. 

SAXS was performed at the Advanced Light Source (ALS, beamline 7.3.3),37 the Stanford 

Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL, beamline 1-5), the National Synchrotron Light 

Source II (NSLS-II, beamline 11-BM), and the Advanced Photon Source (APS, beamline 12-

ID-B). The beamlines were configured with X-ray energies of 10–14 keV with sample-to-

detector distances of 2.8–3.6 m. Order–disorder transitions were determined at SSRL, with 

heating performed on a home-built stage, where temperature was measured directly at the 

sample position to ensure accuracy. After being loaded into the heating stage, samples were 

heated above 100 °C and allowed to equilibrate for 30 min before heating monotonically, 

equilibrating 5–15 min at each temperature before collecting exposures (Figure 3.2). 

Calibration using silver behenate standards, circular averaging, and correction for empty cell 

scattering were performed using the Nika package for Igor Pro.38 
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Figure 3.2 Measuring TODT from temperature-dependent SAXS 

The location of the discontinuity marks the order–disorder transition temperature. 

3.2.9 Self-consistent field theory 

An SCFT framework was employed in which the sequence defined block copolymers are 

modeled as an incompressible melt of discrete Gaussian chains, with one bead of specified 

type for each polypeptoid residue.39 The PS block was reduced to a discrete chain with one 

bead per reference volume of 0.1 nm3 and elaborated to a chain of 50 beads consistent with 

the measured molecular weight and literature density. Periodic boundary conditions were 

applied, and a variable cell technique allows for cell relaxation.40 To obtain a candidate 

morphology unit-cell structure, the symmetry of the corresponding space group was 

enforced on all fields and the simulation cell. The modified diffusion equations associated 

with forward and backward chain propagators were solved pseudospectrally.41,42 Fields were 
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relaxed to saddle-point configurations using a semi-implicit scheme.39,43 Phase boundaries 

were located by comparing the intensive mean-field free energies of the candidate phases. 

The three binary 𝜒 values were set in the following ratio: 𝜒PS–Nme:𝜒PS–Npe:𝜒Nme–Npe 

1.0:0.8:0.2. The two polystyrene–polypeptoid 𝜒s were each measured at 220 °C via 

application of the random phase approximation (RPA) to SAXS curves of the disordered 

phase. The Nme–Npe 𝜒 was estimated based on reference 32 and by comparing SCFT 

predictions to experiment. Density profiles reported here are shown at 𝜒PS–NmeN = 25. 

3.3 Synthesis of target polystyrene–polypeptoid diblock copolymers 

Four polystyrene-b-copolypeptoid diblock copolymers were designed to share a 

common composition, and were expected to form ordered morphologies with accessible 

order–disorder transitions.36 Two classes of sequences were synthesized, with 

compatibilizing groups distributed along the polypeptoid chain length (in blocks of 1 or 3) or 

tapered from the block junction (either forward or inverse) (Figure 3.3). The sequences were 

selected based on a fit statistic (sum of squared residuals) that was calculated against target 

composition profiles from all permutations of 27 and 9 beads, representing 27 polar side 

chains and 9 compatibilizing side chains. The composition at each unit was defined by a 

moving window average that sampled three repeat units to each side of the target bead, and 

the permutation with the lowest fit statistic was selected for each sequence (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.3 Summary of polystyrene-b-polypeptoid diblock copolymers 

Four copolypeptoids with identical composition (left) were designed with compatibilizing groups distributed 
along the chain (as single units or blocks of three) or tapered from the block junction (forward or inverse). 
These sequences, a non-compatibilized sequence, and a fully-compatibilized sequence (right) were each 
clicked to polystyrene to form sequence-defined diblock copolymers. 

 

Figure 3.4 Polypeptoid sequence design 

Schematics of sequences (left) and corresponding plots of local composition of Nme as a function of repeat 
unit (right). Local composition was defined by a rolling window average that sampled three units to each side of 
the center bead. 

Alkyne-terminated polypeptoids were successfully synthesized via solid phase synthesis 

using the submonomer method24 and are summarized in Table 3.1. Two polypeptoid repeat 

units were chosen: a polar side chain to encourage self-assembly (N-(2-methoxyethyl) 

glycine, Nme), and another to mimic the phenyl side chains of polystyrene to tune 
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compatibility (N-(2-phenylethyl)glycine, Npe). The all-polar sequence was synthesized as a 

homopolypeptoid of Nme. The all-nonpolar sequence was synthesized as a copolypeptoid of 

Npe and N-(2-phenylpropyl)glycine (Npp) to prevent crystallization.29 Solid-phase 

polypeptoid synthesis produced the target sequences with high fidelity (Figure 3.5). 

 

 

Block copolymers were synthesized by conjugating alkyne-terminated polypeptoids with 

azide-terminated polystyrene via copper-mediated azide–alkyne click chemistry. All 

materials were synthesized from the same batch of azido-polystyrene, with low dispersity 

(Đ = 1.12). Extreme care was taken to purify diblock copolymers from unreacted 

homopolymer. Precipitation followed by prep-GPC yielded isolated diblocks with effectively 

no homopolymer impurities, as determined by MALDI-MS (Figure 3.6). A summary of 

molecular properties is shown in Table 3.1. 

Figure 3.5 Characterization of target polypeptoid materials (UPLC-MS) 

UPLC-MS chromatograms are shown with normalized absorption at 214 nm 
plotted against elution time and are vertically offset for clarity. The largest 
peak represents the target sequence for all materials, and impurities visible as 
small peaks at lower elution times are polypeptoid chains missing one, two, 
three, etc. repeat units. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of polypeptoids synthesized and their characteristics 

Sequence name Sequence Mass (observed/ 
theoretical) 

Distributed Ac-Nprg-NmeNme(NpeNme3)4NpeNme2(NpeNme3)3NpeNme2 4712.0/4712.6 
Blocky Ac-Nprg-Nme5Npe3Nme9Npe3Nme8Npe3Nme5 4712.9/4712.6 
Taper Ac-Nprg-Npe4NmeNpe2NmeNpeNmeNpeNme2NpeNme22 4712.1/4712.6 
Inverse Ac-Nprg-Nme4NpeNme2NpeNmeNpeNmeNpe2NmeNpe4Nme18 4712.1/4712.6 
Polar  Ac-Nprg-Nme36 4298.1/4298.4 
Nonpolar  Ac-Nprg-Npe6(NppNpe5)5 6027.3/6027.2 

 

3.4 Self-assembly and chain conformation effects 

Both domain spacing and order–disorder transition temperature were found to depend 

on sequence, likely due to a combination of two factors: chain conformation effects arising 

from the localization of compatibilizing groups and tuning of the segregation strength 

between blocks. First, domain spacing is discussed in the context of possible preferred chain 

conformations. Next, order–disorder transitions are compared with effective 𝜒 parameters, 

calculated by applying the random phase approximation to X-ray scattering of the disordered 

phase, and simulations using self-consistent field theory. Overall, it is found that sequence-

dependent chain conformations dominate the observed behaviors, as “smearing out” of the 

sequence to measure an effective 𝜒 and coarse-grained simulations both fail to capture 

thermodynamic transitions that arise from molecular-scale effects. 

Figure 3.6 MALDI-MS of polypeptoid, 
polystyrene, and diblock copolymer 

Representative MALDI mass spectrometry of 
the constituent blocks and diblock copolymer 
after purification. The material shown is PS–
Distributed. Spectra are vertically offset for 
clarity. 
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All PS–copolypeptoid diblock copolymers formed lamellar microstructures, assigned via 

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) by the appearance of a sharp primary peak (q*) and 

peaks at integer multiples of q* (Figure 3a). Domain spacing was calculated from the position 

of the primary scattering peak as d = 2�/q* (Figure 3b), and was found to vary significantly 

with sequence, despite all sequence-defined materials sharing the exact same composition 

and length (Figure 3.8a, Table 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.7 Small-angle X-ray scattering of 
polystyrene–polypeptoid diblock copolymers 

a) Peaks at integer multiples of the primary peak 
(q*) show that all materials form a lamellar 
morphology except the nonpolar block 
copolymer. b) Magnifying the low-q region 
reveals differences in primary peak position. The 
dashed line is a guide to the eye centered at q* of 
PS–Distributed. Data shown were collected at 
room temperature and are vertically offset for 
clarity. 

Figure 3.8 Domain spacing and chain 
conformation 

a) Domain spacing of lamellar sequence-
defined diblock copolymers as measured by 
SAXS. Error bars arise from limited 
instrument resolution in q and residuals to fits 
to the primary scattering peak by a Gaussian 
function. b) Schematics of representative 
chain conformations that result in the 
measured domain spacings. c) Density 
profiles for components within the lamellar 
domain as predicted by SCFT. 
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Simulations performed with self-consistent field theory reproduce the relative domain 

spacings measured by SAXS as dPS–Taper > dPS–Inverse > dPS–Distributed > dPS–Blocky, and the 

distribution of components within the lamellar domain varies as a function of sequence, as 

shown in simulated density profiles (Figure 4c). Notably, the compatibilizing Npe groups of 

PS–Taper are strongly localized at the domain interfaces, reflecting their placement in the 

sequence near the block junction and their affinity for the polystyrene-rich region. The 

distributed sequences (PS–Distributed and PS–Blocky) have more compatibilizing groups in 

the center of the domain, and PS–Inverse has an intermediate profile. 

Table 3.2 Self-assembly of PS–polypeptoid diblock copolymers 

Sample name PS Mn 
(g/mol)a 

PS Đa Polypeptoid 
mass (g/mol) 

fpeptoid Morphology Domain 
spacing 
(± 0.03 nm) 

TODT  
(± 1 °C) 

PS–Distributed 5200 1.12 4712 0.44 LAM 10.73 nm 143 °C 
PS–Blocky 5200 1.12 4712 0.44 LAM 10.29 nm 143 °C 
PS–Taper 5200 1.12 4712 0.44 LAM 11.21 nm 151 °C 
PS–Inverse 5200 1.12 4712 0.44 LAM 10.89 nm 153 °C 
PS–Polar 5200 1.12 4298 0.42 LAM 11.06 nm 205 °C 
PS–Nonpolar 5200 1.12 6027 0.51 DIS N.A. N.A. 

“LAM” denotes lamellar, “DIS” denotes disordered. aPS number-average molecular weight (Mn) and dispersity 
(Đ) were determined by GPC against polystyrene standards. The volume fraction of peptoid (fpeptoid) was 
calculated using a polypeptoid density of 1.18 g/cm3, as measured in reference 36, and polystyrene density of 1.04 
g/cm3. The order–disorder transition temperature (TODT) was determined by temperature-dependent SAXS. 

The variation in domain spacing can be rationalized with an enthalpic argument, where 

the system’s energy is lowered by adopting chain conformations that minimize the enthalpy 

of mixing (Figure 3.8b). The system suffers an energetic penalty when polar and nonpolar 

side chains are forced to mix, but this unfavorable interaction can be avoided by inserting the 

nonpolar components of the polypeptoid into the polystyrene microdomain. This enthalpic 

effect alters the chain conformation in both the ordered and disordered phases, as evidenced 

by domain spacing and disordered phase radius of gyration that both track with sequence 

(Figure 3.9). However, the relative variation in Rg is smaller than that measured in domain 

spacing (plotted on proportional axes, the dashed lines in Figure 3.9 demonstrate the total 

variation in domain spacing with sequence; the variation in Rg is much within these bounds). 
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Since it is expected that d ~ Rg, the conformational effects stemming from the sequence of 

compatibilizing groups must be exaggerated in the ordered phase—where all of the nonpolar 

polypeptoid units have mainly polar polypeptoid as nearest neighbors, as opposed to the 

prevalence of nearby nonpolar polystyrene in the disordered phase. 

 

The sequences with the smallest domain spacings are PS–Blocky and PS–Distributed 

(10.29 nm and 10.73 nm, respectively). All domain spacings have an error of ± 0.03 nm. These 

sequences have compatibilizing phenyl units distributed along the entire block length, which 

likely promotes flattened chain conformations that allow these nonpolar units to access the 

PS–polypeptoid interface more easily and lead to a smaller domain spacing. This hypothesis 

is supported by simulations performed with SCFT. Key regions of the polypeptoid block 

were selected as tracers (the chain middle and chain end, Figure 3.10a), and an example 

density profile for these tracers in the ordered lamellar phase is shown in Figure 3.10b, with 

probability (normalized by the maximum probability) plotted against position within the 

lamellar microdomain (normalized by domain spacing). For the sequences with distributed 

compatibilizing groups (PS–Distributed and PS–Blocky), the polypeptoid chain end is more 

likely to be at the PS–polypeptoid interface than for the tapered sequences or polar sequence 

Figure 3.9 Characteristic lengthscales 
as a function of temperature and 
sequence 

Domain spacing (left axis, closed symbols) 
was calculated using the primary 
scattering peak in the ordered state (d = 
2�/q*), and radius of gyration (right axis, 
open symbols) was taken from RPA fits in 
the disordered state. Values are plotted on 
proportional axes, and dashed lines 
indicate the total variation in domain 
spacing at 125 °C. All error bars are smaller 
than the markers. 
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(Figure 3.10d), which causes these materials to have more compact chain conformations and 

smaller domain spacings. 

 

Conversely, the tapered sequence (PS–Taper) has the largest domain spacing (11.21 nm). 

With all of its compatibilizing groups placed near the block junction, a long polar tail is left to 

extend into and expand the domain. The inverse taper sequence (PS–Inverse) has elements 

of both these extremes and, as expected, an intermediate domain spacing (10.89 nm). Its 

compatibilizing units are concentrated toward the center of the block, allowing the middle of 

Figure 3.10 Composition profiles predicted by 
SCFT simulations 

a) Two regions of the polypeptoid chain were 
chosen as tracers: the middle and near the chain 
end. b) A representative density profile is plotted 
against position within the lamellar 
microdomain, with the PS-rich region depicted 
on the left and polypeptoid-rich region on the 
right. Insets of the domain interface and 
polypeptoid domain center are shown for the c) 
middle region and d) chain end tracers. 
Comparing density profiles between sequences 
supports the existence of chain conformational 
effects in the ordered phase. 
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the polypeptoid chain to localize at the PS interface and fold the chain into a more compact 

conformation. However, the lack of nonpolar units in the second half of the sequence may 

cause PS–Inverse to take on conformations that are more extended than the distributed 

sequences, whose chain ends have nonpolar units that can localize at the interface and thus 

shrink the domain. In Figure 3.10c, we see from simulations that, indeed, the middle of the 

Taper block is more likely to lie in the center of the polypeptoid domain than the middle of 

the Inverse block, whose nonpolar units are seen to migrate more strongly toward the 

interface. Further, the polar chain ends of both the Taper and Inverse blocks are much more 

likely to be in the polypeptoid microdomain center than either of the distributed sequences 

(Figure 3.10d). 

3.5 Thermodynamic effects and segregation strength 

Adding compatibilizing phenyl groups lowers the interaction parameter between the 

polar polypeptoid and nonpolar polystyrene blocks, with the precise sequence in which 

compatibilizing groups are incorporated resulting in variations in the order–disorder 

transition temperature and effective 𝜒, despite the different copolypeptoid materials having 

the same composition. In addition to the geometric differences discussed above, these 

thermodynamic differences suggest that the details of monomer-level sequence are critical 

in dictating the segregation strength. 

To quantify the segregation strength between blocks, we applied the random phase 

approximation (RPA) for a diblock copolymer melt to scattering profiles in the disordered 

phase,1 extracting an effective 𝜒 parameter (𝜒eff) as a function of sequence and temperature 

(see Appendix for fit details). We use the term “effective” interaction parameter to refer to a 

simple PS–polypeptoid 𝜒, where the polypeptoid is considered to be a homogeneous or 

“smeared out” block for the purpose of fitting to the diblock copolymer RPA expression. This 
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approach was favored over other treatments, such as comparing the order–disorder 

transition to mean field theory predictions, due to suspected non-ideal chain conformations. 

The disordered phase is accessible for all materials upon heating, as evidenced by the 

transition to a broad scattering peak corresponding to density fluctuations in the disordered 

melt that arise from the connectivity of the two dissimilar blocks. The q-position of the peak 

corresponds to the lengthscale of fluctuations (determined by the radius of gyration, Rg, of 

the block copolymer), and the breadth of the peak is determined by the strength of the 

interaction parameter. Due to a combination of unfavorable chain stretching at long 

lengthscales and dominant intrablock correlations at monomer lengthscales, the structure 

factor approaches zero intensity at both low- and high-q limits, respectively. Scattering 

curves were fit well with RPA (Figure 3.11) using 𝜒eff, Rg, and C as adjustable parameters, 

where C is a scaling constant that accounts for the arbitrary units of intensity and for 

constant prefactors related to scattering contrast and volume. It was assumed that the 

diblock copolymers were conformationally symmetric (statistical segment lengths for 

polystyrene and polypeptoids are similar, at 0.5 nm44 and 0.4 nm45, respectively). A reference 

volume of 0.1 nm3 was used. 
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As expected, PS–Polar, with no compatibilizing groups, has the highest interaction 

parameter (Figure 3.12a). All sequence-defined diblock copolymers have lower 𝜒eff values, 

indicating that the incorporation of compatibilizing phenyl groups directly lowers the 

effective interaction parameter. Compatibilization is also evidenced by differences in order–

disorder transition temperatures (Figure 3.12b). PS–Polar has the highest TODT at 205 °C, 

corroborating the high 𝜒 parameter measured between the polar polypeptoid and nonpolar 

polystyrene, especially given the small total molecular weight of ~10 kDa. By replacing 25% of 

the polar ether side chains with nonpolar phenyl groups, the TODT drops by as much as 62 °C, 

demonstrating a lowered interaction parameter with the polystyrene block. 

Figure 3.11 Fitting the random phase approximation to 
disordered scattering 

Representative SAXS profile in the disordered phase, fit 
with the random phase approximation allowing effective 
interaction parameter (𝜒eff), radius of gyration (Rg), and a 
scaling constant C to vary. Data are shown with black 
circles; the fit is shown with a yellow line. The example 
shown is PS–Distributed at 147 °C. 
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Among the sequence-defined copolypeptoid diblocks, the TODT varies markedly as a 

function of sequence (Figure 3.12b). The diblock copolymers with distributed sequences 

(PS–Distributed and PS–Blocky) disorder at the lowest temperature, both at 143 °C (± 1 °C 

for all TODTs). With compatibilizing groups distributed along the chain length, the nonpolar 

repeat units may be better solubilized in the polar polypeptoid, resulting in mixing 

(disordering) at lower temperatures upon heating. PS–Taper disorders at an intermediate 

temperature (151 °C), and PS–Inverse disorders at the highest temperature (153 °C). 

Comparing to references 8 and 9, the observed reversal of the relative transition 

temperatures between tapered and inverse tapered materials is likely due to a combination 

of two major differences between the systems: precise (versus average) sequence control 

and the use of a “styrene-like” compatibilizing group in this system. Dispersity in 

comonomer sequence is expected to affect relative phase stability, and the use of a “styrene-

like” side chain leads to a weaker compatibilization between the two blocks compared to a 

Figure 3.12 Comparison of 
thermodynamic factors (𝜒eff, TODT, 
𝜒NODT,SCFT) 

a) The PS–polypeptoid effective 
interaction parameter (𝜒eff) varies as a 
function of sequence and temperature.  
Solid lines are fits with the relationship 
𝜒eff = A/T + B, and error bars represent 
95% confidence intervals from the fits. 
The dashed line is a guide to the eye and 
may signify a second order dependence 
on inverse temperature, possibly due to 
the breaking up of nonpolar aggregates 
of Npe side chains. b) Order–disorder 
transition temperature and c) 𝜒N at the 
ODT (as predicted by SCFT) both vary 
with sequence. Neither 𝜒eff nor 𝜒NODT 
reproduce the trends seen in the 
experimental TODT. 
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system that incorporates pure styrene repeat units into the polypeptoid block (which is 

impossible to do with the present chemistry). 

Within the compatibilized materials, it is informative to compare the calculated 𝜒eff 

parameters with the measured order–disorder transition temperatures (Figure 3.12a and b), 

which might be expected to track together. First, the diblock copolymer with an inverse taper 

has the highest 𝜒eff, which is consistent with the result that it also disorders at the highest 

temperature. Apart from this material, the rest of the effective interaction parameters do not 

match their order–disorder transition temperatures: the tapered sequence has the lowest 

𝜒eff, although it has the second highest disordering temperature, and the distributed 

sequences have intermediate 𝜒effs but share the lowest disordering temperature. With this 

disagreement, it is important to consider that the order–disorder transition is inherently tied 

to both the ordered and disordered phases, because it corresponds to a point where their free 

energies coincide. Here, 𝜒eff is measured only in the disordered phase, and with sequence-

dependent conformations in the ordered phase, this 𝜒eff does not necessarily describe the 

ordered phase or the transition to disorder. The lack of agreement between measured phase 

transitions and the relative order of effective 𝜒 parameters emphasizes the need for 

molecular-lengthscale information in applying RPA analyses to copolymer systems with 

varying distributions of comonomers. For example, this work implies that the application of 

a single 𝜒 parameter to a random copolymer may not fully capture the details of monomer-

lengthscale distribution of functional groups, especially at short polymer lengths. 

Further, if the effective 𝜒 concept were valid for these sequence-defined materials, then 

the domain spacing d in the lamellar phase could be related to 𝜒eff by a form imposed by 

SCFT: d = Rg F(𝜒effN), where Rg is the disordered phase radius of gyration and F is a 

dimensionless function of 𝜒effN. From the RPA fits above the order–disorder transition, we 
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find that the order of Rg parallels that of d (Figure 3.9), satisfying d ~ Rg and indicating that 

some degree of the conformational effects detected in the ordered phase persist into the 

disordered phase. The function F is known numerically to be approximately 3.2 near the ODT 

at 𝜒effN ~ 10, and asymptotically scales as (𝜒effN)1/6 for strong segregation strength.46 

Furthermore, F is a monotonically increasing function of 𝜒effN, so a sequence-specific trend 

in 𝜒eff must translate into the same trend in d if the effective 𝜒 concept were to hold.  Since 

this is not observed, we conclude that the notion of replacing a heterogeneous block by a 

“smeared out” homogenous block with an effective interaction parameter is too simplistic 

and has little predictive value for order–disorder transitions or ordered phase properties. 

Indeed, even for block polymers with purely homogeneous blocks, TODT and d are sensitive to 

block architecture and molecular weight, reflecting a complex balance of enthalpic 

interactions and conformational entropy in the ordered state.47 It is therefore unreasonable 

to expect that sequence-dependent effects in polymers with heterogeneous blocks could be 

predicted by an effective 𝜒 deduced from the disordered state, and more complex 

descriptors that account for chain conformational effects should be pursued. 

Finally, order–disorder transitions were calculated by SCFT simulations (Figure 3.12c) 

by comparing the intensive mean-field free energies of the candidate phases, employing the 

same three-𝜒 framework and full sequence definition utilized in calculating the relative 

domain spacings above. A large difference is correctly predicted between PS–Polar and the 

rest of the materials, but the trends within the sequence-defined materials do not agree with 

those measured in experiment. While SCFT (mean-field theory) captures structural effects 

in the ordered phase well, such as the geometric effects seen in domain spacing and chain 

conformations, the location of the phase transition is sensitive to fluctuation effects in both 

disordered and ordered phases, so it is not surprising that the sequence-dependent trends in 

the order–disorder transition are not reproduced. This is further evidence that more 
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complex approaches that explicitly account for chain conformation should be pursued to 

describe systems with heterogeneous blocks. 

3.6 Conclusions 

A series of sequence-defined diblock copolymers was synthesized, and both 

morphological and thermodynamic effects were measured. It was found that domain spacing 

and order–disorder transition temperature are functions of sequence. The differences in 

these parameters are attributed to the dominating effect of an altered chain conformation in 

the ordered state that localizes compatibilizing groups at the polystyrene–polypeptoid 

interface. 

Sequences with distributed compatibilizing groups have smaller domain spacings and 

lower order–disorder transition temperatures than those with compatibilizing groups 

tapered from the block junction (either forward or inverse). Simulations using self-

consistent field theory reproduce the relative domain spacings and predict different 

distributions of compatibilizing groups within the polypeptoid domain based on sequence, 

supporting the suggested conformational effects in the ordered state. In the disordered 

state, altered chain conformations persist, as evidenced by relative radii of gyration that 

parallel the relative domain spacings. However, the mismatch between sequence-specific 

trends in order–disorder transition temperatures and effective interaction parameters 

(extracted from disordered phase scattering measurements) suggests that the effective 𝜒 

concept has limited predictive value in anticipating TODT or ordered phase properties of 

sequence-specific block copolymers. Similarly, simulations performed with SCFT also do 

not match the trends seen in TODT, further demonstrating that these coarse-grained 

approaches do not capture thermodynamic trends seen in sequence-defined materials. 

These results suggest that monomer-level sequence control influences both 

morphological and thermal properties via chain conformational effects. Exercising such 
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sequence control could lead to new materials with tunable self-assembly properties based on 

sequence alone. 
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3.8 Appendix 

3.8.1 Peak fitting for determination of q* 

Domain spacing (d) was determined by analysis of the primary scattering peak (q*) from 

small-angle X-ray scattering as 𝑑 = 2𝜋 𝑞∗⁄ . The error in q* is a combination of error resulting 

from the goodness of fit to a Gaussian peak and instrumental error in the form of finite 

resolution in q. Peaks were fit using the CurveFit function in IgorPro: 

CurveFit/ODR=2 gauss, 
waveInt[start,stop] 
/X=waveQ[start,stop]/D/R/I=1 
/XW=waveQerr[start,stop] 

Where waveInt is the measured intensity, waveQ is the q vector, waveQerr is the error in q 

due to finite detector pixel size, and start and stop are integer data points that bound the 

peak (selected using the cursors). As there is no meaningful measurement of the error in 

intensity, approximated only as 5𝐼(𝑞) , this source of error was not included in the fit for 

position q*. Error in d was calculated through standard error propagation. 

3.8.2 Random phase approximation 

The random phase approximation for a diblock copolymer was employed to measure the 

effective 𝜒 of polystyrene–polypeptoid materials, treating the copolypeptoid chain as a 

single effective homogeneous block. The following expression for intensity as a function of q 

was used: 

𝐼(𝑞) = 9
𝑏;
𝑣;
−
𝑏>
𝑣>
?
>

𝑆(𝑞) = 𝐶	𝑆(𝑞) = 𝐶 B
𝐹(𝑓, 𝑞, 𝑅G)

𝑁 − 2𝜒I
J;

 

Where: 

𝐹K𝑓, 𝑞, 𝑅GL =
G(;,M,NO)

GKP,M,NOLGK;JP,M,NOLJ
Q
RSGK;,M,NOLJGKP,M,NOLJG(;JP,M,NO)T

U  , 
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g(f,q,Rg) is the Debye function: 

𝑔K𝑓, 𝑞, 𝑅GL =
>WPKMUNOULXY

Z[(\U]OU)J;^

(MUNOU)U
  , 

and the scattering lengths (bi) and volumes (vi) are represented by a constant scalar C in 

order to account for the arbitrary units of scattering. Note that absolute scattering would 

utilize these parameters explicitly but was not necessary for measuring the trends presented 

here. 

A summary of the dependence of 𝜒eff on inverse temperature is given below as the 

coefficients to linear fits of 𝜒eff = A/T + B. 

Material A (K) B 
PS–Distributed 2.77 ± 0.10 0.06423 ± 0.00023 
PS–Blocky 3.75 ± 0.15 0.06191 ± 0.00035 
PS–Taper 3.37 ± 0.34 0.06261 ± 0.00078 
PS–Inverse 3.03 ± 0.19 0.06380 ± 0.00043 
PS–Polar 3.10 ± 0.14 0.06628 ± 0.00028 

3.8.3 Applying the random phase approximation in Mathematica 

The above structure factor S(q) was defined in Mathematica as a model (modelMaterial) for 

each material as a function of volume fraction, q, Rg, N, and C. This model was called in a 

nonlinear fit with 95% confidence intervals to fit disordered scattering peaks: 

fitMaterialTemp= 

NonlinearModelFit[ 

dataMaterialTemp[[start;;stop]],{1,2}]], 

{modelMaterial,500>Rg>1,1>𝜒>0,C>0}, 

{Rg,𝜒,C},q,ConfidenceLevel→0.95]; 

where dataMaterialTemp is a 4-column text file with q, Intensity, q error, and Intensity 

error, and start and stop are integers referring to data points bounding the disordered peak 

(selected using the cursors in IgorPro). 
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Chapter 4  

Interfacial mixing in 
self-assembled 
sequence-defined 
materials 

The degree of mixing of dissimilar components in self-assembled block copolymers 

determines important properties such as phase stability, interfacial tension, and domain 

size. Here, the effect of precise comonomer sequence on interfacial and mixing properties is 

measured via small angle X-ray scattering utilizing a polystyrene-b-polypeptoid diblock 

copolymer system, where the polypeptoid block is composed of highly-segregating (polar) 

and compatibilizing (nonpolar) repeat units. When compatibilizing groups are distributed 

along the polypeptoid chain, the presence of neighboring polar groups suppresses interfacial 

mixing and causes the interfacial width to narrow, while materials with tapered sequences 

promote interfacial mixing and larger interfacial widths. The tapered sequences have 

stronger localization of compatibilizing groups at the polystyrene–polypeptoid interface, as 
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supported by simulations with self-consistent field theory, and thus more pure domain 

centers, while the distributed sequences allow for more in-domain mixing of polystyrene 

into the polypeptoid domain. Along with the sequence-driven nonideal chain conformations 

shown recently, the final state of mixing and resulting geometry of sequence-defined self-

assembled lamellae is shown to be determined by the combined effects of interfacial mixing, 

in-domain mixing, and the accompanying segmental repulsion. 

4.1 Introduction 

Understanding the interface between dissimilar components of block copolymers is key 

to targeting applications such as blend compatibilization and self-assembly. Tunable 

interfacial modifiers hold promise for blend and surfactant systems, where tethering across a 

high-surface-tension interface is desirable for high-performance blends and emulsions [REF 

Coates Science 2017, Coates Macromolecules 2018]. In bulk self-assembled block 

copolymers, the composite-like mechanical properties rely on the segregation of distinct 

domains and are modulated by the character of the interface between them: whether sharp 

or mixed.1-3 Furthermore, self-assembling block copolymers are useful for applications that 

require patterning on nanometer length scales, and the fidelity of the pattern is determined 

partly by the sharpness of the interface between distinct domains. 

In all of these applications, the chemistry of the components can be modified to increase 

segregation across the interface, usually through choosing high-𝜒 systems,4,5 introducing 

specific interactions,6 or blending in judicious additives.7,8 Controlling comonomer 

sequence is a promising yet relatively unexplored design tool to tune the thermodynamics of 

mixing dissimilar components without changing the chemistries. Semibatch methods to 

produce tapered and gradient composition profiles have been shown to influence the 

properties of self-assembled melts (influencing thermal phase stability, phase windows, 

mixing-induced broad glass transition temperatures and interfacial widths), as well as 
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enhance blend compatibilization.9-16 However, the semibatch synthetic strategy cannot 

produce monomer-lengthscale sequence definition, so the effects of finely-controlled 

comonomer sequence are relatively unexplored.17-19 Recent work utilized sequence-defined 

polypeptoids (N-substituted glycines) in lamellae-forming diblock copolymers to study the 

influence of compatibilizing comonomer sequence on self-assembly.20 It was found that 

sequence significantly impacts domain spacing, due to nonideal chain conformations driven 

by localizing compatibilizing groups at the block–block interface. Further, the segregation 

strength between blocks was clearly modulated, evidenced by order–disorder transitions 

varying up to 10 °C by changing sequence alone. Interfacial thickness is known to vary 

inversely with the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter (𝜒) as 𝑡~𝜒Ja , where in the limite of 

inifinite molecular weight homopolymers, the scaling parameter α is 
;
>

, and for block 

copolymers subject to fluctuation effects 𝛼 ≈ d
e

  in the range of physically-relevant 𝜒 values 

(𝜒 ≪ 1).21-24 While it was found that sequence-specific analyses must be employed to 

quantify 𝜒 differences based on sequence, the differences in segregation strength implied by 

the different order–disorder transition temperatures are likely to manifest as a variation in 

interfacial thickness. 

Here we show that controlling sequence on the comonomer length scale affects the 

interfacial width of lamellar polystyrene-b-polypeptoid diblock copolymers, where the 

polypeptoid block is either a homopolymer of a polar ether side chain or a sequence-defined 

copolymer of the polar side chain with compatibilizing phenyl side chains (Figure 4.1). The 

tapered sequences are found to have wider interfaces, and distributed sequences possess 

comparably narrow interfacial widths to the fully polar, non-compatibilized material. The 

interfacial widths are quantified using structure factor analysis of well-resolved small angle 

X-ray scattering peaks. Furhter, the distribution of individual components in the self-
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assembled domains is simulated with self-consistent field theory, which together elucidate 

the roles of interphase mixing, in-domain mixing, and unfavorable segmental interactions in 

forming lamellae with varying interfacial thicknesses. 

 

Figure 4.1. Summary of polystyrene-b-polypeptoid materials. A non-compatibilized diblock copolymer 
(top, PS–Polar) and four sequence-defined diblock copolymers with identical composition (bottom 
four) were synthesized. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Synthesis and characterization of PS–polypeptoid diblock copolymers 

Synthesis and characterization procedures are detailed in a recent paper.20 In short, styrene 

and (n-butyl)acrylate were polymerized via atom-transfer radical polymerization, and the 

chain end was substituted with sodium azide. The resulting azide-functionalized polymers 

were characterized with gel permeation chromatography (GPC), where polystyrene was 

measured against polystyrene standards, and Mark–Houwink parameters for specifically low 
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molecular weight poly(n-butyl)acrylate25 were used to convert from poly(methyl 

methacrylate) standards to poly(n-butyl)acrylate. Polypeptoids were grown via the solid-

phase submonomer method26 with an additional terminal unit incorporating an alkyne side 

chain. Polypeptoids were analyzed with matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass 

spectrometry (MALDI-MS) and ultra-performance liquid chromatography mass 

spectrometry (UPLC-MS). Azide-terminated polystyrene (PS) or poly(n-butyl acrylate) 

(PnBA) were conjugated to alkyne-terminated polypeptoid using copper-mediated azide–

alkyne click, and excess homopolymers were removed via precipitation and preparatory GPC 

(PS) or chromatography on alumina (PnBA). See reference 20 for further details and Table 

4.1 for characteristics of the synthesized blocks. 

Table 4.1. Characteristics of constituent blocks. aCalculated from UPLC-MS traces. 

Block identity Mn 
(g/mol) 

Đ  d (± 0.02, 
g/cm3) 

PS–N3 5200 1.12 1.03 
PnBA–N3 4900 1.15 1.03 
Nme27Npe9–≡	 4712 <1.04a 1.26 

Nme36–≡ 4296 <1.04a 1.26 

4.2.2 SAXS 

Diblock copolymers were loaded into aluminum washers, with one side sealed with Kapton 

tape with Kapton film blocking the adhesive in the center. Samples were thermally annealed 

at high temperature in high vacuum (170 °C for ≥3 h, 3×10–8 Torr), cooled slowly 

(≤ 1 °C/min) to 110 °C, and annealed overnight before cooling slowly to room temperature in 

vacuum and sealing the other side of the washer. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was 

performed at the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II, Brookhaven National Lab), 

configured with an X-ray energy of 13.5 keV and sample–detector distance of 3 m. All 

measurements are reported at room temperature. 
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Data were calibrated with silver behenate standards, reduced using circular averaging, 

and corrected for empty cell scattering and q-independent background scattering 

(approximated as a constant fit to high q). Individual reflections were fit with Voigt peaks27 

with linear baselines to obtain peak intensities (areas). 

4.2.3 Pycnometry 

Polystyrene, poly(n-butyl)acrylate, and polypeptoid samples were thermally annealed above 

their glass transition temperatures in high vacuum (3 × 10–8 Torr) before cooling slowly to 

room temperature to produce glassy solids devoid of air bubbles. Sample volumes were 

measured with a Micromeritics AccuPyc II 1340 gas pycnometer using the gas displacement 

technique with helium. Five purge cycles were followed by five measurements. Dividing the 

mass (measured separately) by the average volume yielded sample densities.  

4.2.4 Self-consistent field theory 

An SCFT framework was employed in which the sequence defined block copolymers are 

modeled as an incompressible melt of discrete Gaussian chains, with one bead of specified 

type for each polypeptoid residue.28 The PS block was reduced to a discrete chain with one 

bead per reference volume of 0.1 nm3 and elaborated to a chain of 50 beads consistent with 

the measured molecular weight and literature density. Periodic boundary conditions were 

applied, and a variable cell technique allows for cell relaxation.29 The integro-difference 

equations associated with forward and backward chain propagators were solved 

pseudospectrally.30,31 Fields were relaxed to saddle-point configurations using a semi-

implicit scheme.28,32  

The three binary 𝜒 values were set in the following ratio: 𝜒PS–Nme:𝜒PS–Npe:𝜒Nme–Npe 

1.0:0.8:0.2. The two polystyrene–polypeptoid 𝜒s were each measured at 220 °C via 
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application of the random phase approximation (RPA) to SAXS curves of the disordered 

phase. The Nme–Npe 𝜒 was estimated based on reference 33 and by comparing SCFT 

predictions to experiment. Density profiles reported here are shown at 𝜒PS–NmeN = 25 unless 

otherwise noted. 

4.2.5 Lamellar model with diffuse interfaces 

The scattering from a lamellar multicomponent material with diffuse interfaces is derived 

below, following Roe and Beckingham, et al.34,35 This approach to measure interfacial width 

utilizes peak intensities from well-defined scattering peaks, rather than the high-q scattering 

tail used historically to measure interfacial widths,36,37 as it is less prone to error from 

subtracting the unknown background. 

The structure factor of a perfectly-oriented, one-dimensional lamellar stack contributes 

to the scattering intensity as: 

𝐼ghijk,;l(𝑞)~Δ𝜌>sin> r
Mst
>
u 𝑞J> (4.1) 

where ∆ρ is the difference in scattering length density (electron density) between the two 

domains and dA is the thickness of a layer of block A (in a few paragraphs, it will be shown that 

this dA can be chosen arbitrarily without loss of generality). In this system, the electron 

density difference between polystyrene and polypeptoid (~75 e–/nm3) vastly outweighs the 

small electron density difference between Nme and Npe polypeptoid repeat units (~1 e–

/nm3), so nearly all of the scattering arises from PS–polypeptoid contrast. 

In a real system, there are many grains of lamellar structures randomly oriented in three-

dimensional space, and the scattering we measure is the ideal 1D scattering multiplied by the 

Lorentz correction 𝑞J>,38,39 yielding the familiar Porod decay of 𝑞Jv: 

𝐼ghijk,gwxyzx{g|(𝑞)~Δ𝜌>sin> r
Mst
>
u 𝑞Jv  (4.2) 
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Equation (4.2) represents the azimuthally-averaged isotropic scattering of randomly 

oriented lamellar sheets, and is still “ideal” in that it has perfectly sharp interfaces (modeled 

as step functions in scattering length density, Figure 4.2a). A correction must be made to 

account for diffuse interfaces at the lamellar domain boundaries, as there is always some 

degree of mixing between dissimilar blocks in real systems. This interfacial mixing is 

modeled by convoluting a smoothing function (often chosen to be Gaussian) with the ideal, 

sharp interface to create a smoothly-varying scattering length density profile (Figure 4.2b 

and c). The Fourier transform of this real-space Gaussian smoothing leads to a Gaussian 

decay in q-space of the structure factor peaks, modifying the ideal q–4 behavior as: 

𝐼hg}}~wi,gwxyzx{g|(𝑞)~Δ𝜌>sin> r
Mst
>
u 𝑞Jv𝑒J�UMU  (4.3) 

where σ2 is the variance of the real-space Gaussian. Equation (4.3) describes the envelope in 

which scattering peak intensities will be found for a real lamellar material. 

 

Figure 4.2. Construction of diffuse interface. 

Real systems have diffuse interfaces, modeled by the convolution of (a) the ideal (step-function) change in 
scattering length density with (b) a Gaussian smoothing function, yielding (c) a smooth variation in electron 

density in the interfacially-mixed region, with interfacial thickness 𝑡 = √2𝜋𝜎. 

Peaks only occur when the Bragg condition 𝑞 = >��
s

 is met, where d is the full lamellar 

domain spacing, so the intensity of peaks of order n go as: 

𝐼(𝑛)~Δ𝜌>sin>(𝜋𝑛𝜑�)𝑛Jv𝑒J>��
U(� s⁄ )U  (4.4) 
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where φA=dA/d is the volume fraction of domain A and t is the interfacial width, related to σ as 

𝑡 = √2𝜋𝜎 and illustrated in Figure 4.2c. Because sin2(x) is even around x=�/2, the argument 

�nφA is the same whether we choose A such that φA>1/2 or φA<1/2; this is Babinet’s reciprocity 

theorem. For consistency, we set φA =  φpeptoid < 1/2 throughout this paper. By comparing the 

sharp interface model (equation (4.3)) and diffuse interface model (equation (4.4)) against 

measured peak intensities, it is clear that the materials studied here are much better modeled 

by a diffuse interface (Figure 4.4). 

4.3 SAXS analysis of self-assembled diblock copolymers  

All samples formed well-ordered, isotropically oriented lamellae with periods of ~10 nm. 

Azimuthal averaging of the 2D scattering patterns reflects the structure of many grains (the 

beam size is 200 × 200 µm, and sample thickness is 800 µm), producing 1D scattering data 

with good statistics and at least two higher order reflections for all samples (2q* and 3q*, 

Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3. Porod-corrected small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) of PS–polypeptoid diblock copolymers 
(right is zoomed in on the 2q* and 3q* region). 

All diblock copolymers studied form well-ordered lamellae with 2q* and 3q* higher order reflections, indicated 
by black triangles. Spectra have been scaled to have identical q* amplitudes. 

Interfacial thicknesses were robustly calculated by fitting the diffuse interface model to 

scattering peak intensities of each material. The area of each scattering peak was found by 

fitting individual Voigt peaks with a local linear baseline that accounts for unknown 

background; sensitivity analyses show that the choice of baseline leads to a <5% variation in 

peak area, which contributes a 1% variation in interfacial width (smaller than the error 

arising from goodness of fit of the peak). In applying the diffuse interface model (equation 

(4.4)), interfacial thickness (t) and volume fraction (φpeptoid) were allowed to vary, as well as 

a scaling factor that accounts for the use of arbitrary units of intensity. Figure 4.4 

demonstrates the goodness of fit for Porod-corrected scattering of an example material 

(PnBA–Polar). Variation in φpeptoid affects the positions of the extrema (from the 
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sin>(𝜋𝑛𝜑�) term), and the overall downward trend in intensity with increasing reflection 

number n is due to the diffuse interface (described by the 𝑒J>��U(� s⁄ )U  decay factor). 

Scattering and peak areas from Porod-corrected scattering (I(q)*q4) are shown to emphasize 

the differences in the behavior with and without a diffuse interface. 

 

Figure 4.4. Example fit of diffuse models to the SAXS data. 

Porod-corrected scattering intensity (I(q)*q4) is plotted versus scattering vector q in black (left axis). The 
integrated peak intensities are superimposed as blue markers, along with envelopes fit using the sharp interface 
model (dotted blue line) and diffuse interface model (dashed blue line) (right axis). The diffuse interface is 
clearly a better model for capturing the measured behavior. The example shown is PnBA–Polar. 

It is important to note that the X-ray scattering contrast in this system is dominated by the 

electron density difference between polystyrene and polypeptoid (~75 e–/nm3), vastly 

outweighing the small electron density difference between Nme and Npe polypeptoid repeat 

units (1 e–/nm3). We can be confident that nearly all of the scattering arises from PS–

polypeptoid contrast, justifying the use of a simple two-layer model, even with variation 

expected in the distribution of Nme and Npe polypeptoid units. 
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4.4 Effect of sequence on interfacial thickness 

Fits of SAXS peak intensities to equation (4.4) demonstrate that interfacial thickness varies 

as a function of sequence, with materials comprising tapered sequences having larger 

interfacial thicknesses than those with distributed sequences or the non-compatibilized 

polypeptoid block. This variation in interfacial thickness is rationalized by calculating the 

compatibilizing group content in the interphase with self-consistent field theory 

simulations. 

With the highest segregation strength,20 the non-compatibilized PS–Polar block 

copolymer was found to have the smallest interfacial width at 2.57 ± 0.03 nm (Figure 4.5). 

Previous work with the polystyrene–polypeptoid system has shown that replacing 25% of the 

polar polypeptoid units with nonpolar compatibilizing groups lowers the order–disorder 

transition by over 50 °C, likely indicating a lower 𝜒, although it was found that sequence-

specific models must be implemented to quantify this difference. Following 𝑡~𝜒Ja , the 

interfacial thicknesses of the compatibilized materials are expected to be larger than the 

non-compatibilized PS–Polar and be influenced by chain conformations that localize 

compatibilizing nonpolar polypeptoid units at the block–block interface. When 

compatibilizing groups are added, the interfacial thickness increases for the tapered 

sequences, but remains narrow for the distributed sequences, despite 25% of the polypeptoid 

units being replaced with phenyl side chains that promote mixing.  
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Figure 4.5. Interfacial widths of lamellar PS–polypeptoid diblock copolymers, calculated from fits of the 
diffuse interface model (equation (4)) to SAXS peak intensities. 

PS–Taper has the largest interfacial thickness at 2.97 ± 0.06 nm, followed by PS–Inverse with 

t = 2.72 ± 0.05 nm. PS–Taper has all of its compatibilizing groups placed near the block 

junction in its primary sequence, so it has the fewest polar polypeptoid units close to PS and 

the greatest potential for block–block mixing, resulting in the wider interface measured. 

Literature studies of forward versus inverse tapers in polystyrene–polyisoprene (PS–PI) 

block copolymers found the reverse result: using X-ray reflectivity, Luo, et al. found the 

inverse taper has a larger interfacial thickness than the forward taper (10.5 nm versus 5.2 nm, 

respectively).12 In this PS–polypeptoid system, the smaller taper size (~2500 g/mol versus 

~7500 g/mol) and the use of a “styrene-like” compatibilizing group increases the overall 

propensity for mixing compared to the PS-PI system, likely causing the increased interfacial 

width observed for the forward taper relative to the inverse taper. 

The distributed sequences have smaller interfacial thicknesses than the tapered ones: 

PS–Distributed (2.65 ± 0.05 nm) and PS–Blocky (2.49 ± 0.04 nm). Unexpectedly, the 

interfacial thickness of PS–Blocky matches that of the totally non-compatibilized PS–Polar 

(2.51 ± 0.05 nm), despite having 25% of its polar repeat units replaced with compatibilizing 

groups and an order–disorder transition depressed by 62 °C. The distribution of the 
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nonpolar groups throughout an overall polar matrix likely narrows the interfacial width 

while still promoting disordering on a whole-chain length scale upon heating. 

Simulations with self-consistent field theory (SCFT), explicitly incorporating 

comonomer sequence and the three binary 𝜒 values, give insight into the distribution of 

components in the self-assembled domains. While PS–polypeptoid is a fairly high-𝜒 system 

(𝜒	≈ 0.08 with little temperature dependence, using reference volume v0 = 0.1 nm3),20 the 

block copolymers studied here are relatively small (~10 kDa total), so the segregation 

strength 𝜒N is much less than 100 and therefore far from the strong segregation limit. With a 

relatively low 𝜒N, we expect a fair amount of mixing between polypeptoid and polystyrene, 

and for even the center of the lamellar microdomains to contain a small amount of the other 

block. In fact, simulations show that at 𝜒N = 25, the domain centers are approximately 5% the 

opposite block identity (Figure 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.6. Representative simulated density profiles of polystyrene and polypeptoid in the lamellar 
structure. The interfacial thickness t is indicated as constructed from tangents to the interface. 

By tracking the locations of polar Nme polypeptoid units and nonpolar compatibilizing Npe 

units in the simulations, we can visualize how the sequence-driven chain conformations are 

affecting the interfacial width. The distribution of Npe groups is illustrated in Figure 4.7a. 

The interphase is 50% polystyrene and 50% polypeptoid, but the proportion of Nme and Npe 
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groups comprising the interfacial polypeptoid depends on the sequence. The Npe content of 

the interfacial polypeptoid in the distributed sequences (PS–Distributed and PS–Blocky) is 

identical to the whole-chain Npe content (25% Npe). While we expect that folded chain 

conformations allow compatibilizing Npe units to migrate toward the interface, shrinking 

the domain spacing in these distributed sequences, the interface-directed compatibilizing 

groups are covalently tethered to neighboring polar groups, which must accompany them to 

the interfacial region. This covalent restriction causes the interphase polypeptoid 

composition to reflect the overall composition of 1:3 (or 9:27 Npe:Nme), as it is not possible 

to increase Npe content without also increasing Nme content in these sequences. With polar 

Nme groups forced to be at the interface, there is stronger local repulsion between 

polypeptoid and polystyrene, likely causing the narrow interfacial widths of PS–Distributed 

and PS–Blocky. This result suggests that blocky-distributed sequence design could be 

implemented to improve processability while maintaining high-fidelity interfaces, matching 

the narrow interfacial width of the non-compatibilized material while decreasing the order–

disorder temperature by 62 °C. 

The interfacial regions of the tapered sequences have slightly higher Npe content than 

the distributed sequences, with the interphase of PS–Inverse having 26% Npe units, and that 

of PS–Taper having the highest fraction of Npe units at 33%. Putting this comparison in 

terms of individual compatibilizing Npe units: for a single chain, the distributed sequences 

have 5 Npe units in the polypeptoid region, <4 in the interphase, and <1 in the polystyrene 

region, on average. For PS–Taper, these numbers shift to 3 Npe units in the polypeptoid, 5 in 

the interphase, and 1 in the polystyrene region (Figure 4.7b); PS–Inverse lies between the two 

extremes. In other words, the compatibilizing groups of the tapered materials are more likely 

to reside in the interphase than those of the distributed sequences, whose interfacial region 

has the same composition of peptoid as the polypeptoid domain. 
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Figure 4.7. A) SCFT predictions of distribution of Npe compatibilizing unit in lamellar domains. B) 
Distribution of compatibilizing Npe polypeptoid units between microphases. The tapered sequence has 
more Npe units in the interfacial region.  

 

4.5 Relationship between interfacial thickness and volume fraction 

The sin>(𝑛𝜋𝜑�) term in the lamellar structure factor is very sensitive to volume fraction φA, 

so by fitting both interfacial thickness and φA, accurate volume fractions can be measured 

(Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8. Example fits to scattering peaks to Porod-corrected peaks areas of PS–Blocky and PS–Taper. 
The decay with increasing n indicates the contribution from the diffuse interface, while the sinusoidal 
behavior stems from the lamellar structure factor, whose period is set by φpeptoid. 

The polypeptoid and polystyrene densities and molecular weights are very well known in this 

study, and the theoretical volume fraction for all sequence-defined materials is 

φpeptoid,calc = 0.43, and for PS–Polar, φpeptoid,calc = 0.40. Fitting to SAXS peaks, three of the five 

samples match the expected volume fractions (PS–Distributed, PS–Inverse, and PS–Polar), 

while PS–Taper has a lower φpeptoid,SAXS and PS–Blocky has a higher φpeptoid,SAXS (Table 4.2). 

These two materials also represent the extremes in domain spacings and interfacial widths, 

so further analysis of this discrepancy is merited. 

Table 4.2. Self-assembly parameters for PS–polypeptoid diblock copolymers. 

Sample d (nm) φcalcd t (nm) φfit 
PS–Polar 11.1 0.40 2.51 ± 0.03 0.40 
PS–Distributed 10.8 0.43 2.65 ± 0.06 0.43 
PS–Blocky 10.5 0.43 2.49 ± 0.06 0.47 
PS–Taper 11.3 0.43 2.97 ± 0.06 0.39 
PS–Inverse 11.1 0.43 2.78 ± 0.03 0.42 
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Since the domain spacing is also changing between the sequences, a clearer comparison is 

made between the absolute distribution of microdomain sizes. Figure 4.9 shows 

schematically the absolute sizes of polypeptoid and polystyrene domains (calculated as 

𝑑{i{yxgh = 𝜑{i{yxgh𝑑 and 𝑑�� = K1 − 𝜑{i{yxghL𝑑). A surprising result becomes apparent: 

the most “folded” chain conformation (PS–Blocky) seems to have the largest polypeptoid 

domain, while the most “extended” chain conformations (PS–Taper) seems to have the 

smallest, with the polystyrene domain varying in size in an opposite trend. 

 

Figure 4.9. Visualization of polypeptoid (left) and polystyrene (right) portions of the total domain 
spacing. Bar lengths are drawn to scale and have been visually aligned at the interface determined by 
SAXS. Chain conformations are reproduced at the right. 

The main cause of this seeming disagreement is the degree of in-domain mixing, i.e., the 

amount of polystyrene mixed into the center of the polypeptoid domain and vice versa. For 

all samples, SCFT reveals more segmental mixing in the polypeptoid-rich domain, indicated 

by the increased density of polystyrene in the polypeptoid region versus the lower density of 

polypeptoid in the polystyrene region (emphasized at 𝜒PS–NmeN=15 in Figure 4.10a). 

Asymmetric in-domain mixing will shift mass into the polypeptoid domain from the PS 

domain, increasing φpeptoid. In the extreme cases within the sequence-defined materials, PS–

Blocky has the most in-domain mixing and also the largest positive deviation from the 

calculated volume fraction (polystyrene is swelling the polypeptoid domain), while PS–
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Taper has the least in-domain mixing and the largest negative deviation from the calculated 

volume fraction (polystyrene is more strongly localized in the polystyrene domain) (Figure 

4.10b and c). The comparison of PS–Taper and PS–Polar agrees with results found previously 

for PS–PI taper and diblock copolymer systems.3 

 

Figure 4.10. SCFT simulations of PS and polypeptoid densities at 𝜒PS–NmeN=15 

A) Overall composition profiles for PS and polypeptoid (example shown in PS–Polar). There is more 
intermixing of PS into the polypeptoid domain than vice versa. B) Total polypeptoid density and C) PS density 
for different sequences. There is more in-domain mixing for the distributed sequences and less for the tapered 
sequences, with PS–Polar having the least. 

Further, the polypeptoid domain of the distributed sequences are composed of 24% Npe 

versus Nme, while the polypeptoid domain of PS–Taper is only 16% Npe. With more of the 
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unfavorable Nme–Npe contacts in the distributed sequences, it is possible that their 

polypeptoid domains are expanded versus that of PS–Taper, further exaggerating the 

asymmetry in volume fraction. The sum of the effects of chain conformation, interfacial 

mixing, in-domain mixing, and number of repulsive contacts results in asymmetric 

distributions of materials in the domains (Figure 4.11). 

 

Figure 4.11. The combination of interfacial and in-domain mixing, chain conformation, and number of 
repulsive contacts leads to variation in domain spacing, interfacial thickness, and volume fraction. 

4.6 Comparison to higher-𝜒 system 

To study the effects of interaction parameter 𝜒 on interfacial width, an analogous series was 

synthesized with poly(n-butyl)acrylate (PnBA) conjugated to the same five polypeptoid 

blocks shown above. Application of the random phase approximation to PnBA–Polar and PS–

Polar indicated that the PnBA series has a higher 𝜒 than the PS series (Figure 4.12). As 

expected, this higher 𝜒 leads to smaller interfacial thicknesses (0.5 nm smaller in all cases 

except PnBA–Taper, which has measurable excess homopolymer and therefore a narrowed 

interfacial width). The same trends with sequence are seen in the fully purified samples in 

this analogous series, but with smaller absolute differences between sequences due to the 

overall smaller interfacial widths. This comparison shows that sequence design has a greater 

potential for tuning interfacial width in lower-𝜒 systems, while higher-𝜒 systems approach 

the same narrow interfacial width regardless of sequence. 
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Figure 4.12. Interaction parameters (𝜒s) for PS–Polar and PnBA–Polar diblock copolymers, as measured 
through application of the random phase approximation to disordered scattering curves. 

 

Table 4.3. Self-assembly parameters for PnBA–polypeptoid diblock copolymers 

Sample d (nm) φcalcd t (nm) φfit 
PnBA–Polar 12.9 0.40 1.98 ± 0.02 0.37 
PnBA–Distributed 12.0 0.42 2.26 ± 0.03 0.40 
PnBA–Blocky 12.0 0.42 2.15 ± 0.03 0.40 
PnBA–Taper 12.2 0.42 2.21 ± 0.01 0.37 
PnBA–Inverse 12.1 0.42 2.22 ± 0.02 0.40 

 

4.7 Conclusions 

This work demonstrates that, in addition to altering chain conformation, comonomer 

sequence significantly impacts the thermodynamics of mixing at both the microdomain 

interface and centers. At the interface, tapered sequences of compatibilizing groups are 

enriched in these nonpolar groups, broadening the interface, while the domain centers are 

more pure in polystyrene or polypeptoid. Distributed sequences have sharp interfaces due to 

the necessity of neighboring polar groups to accompany compatibilizing groups to the 

χ
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interface, but the forced mixing of polar and nonpolar peptoid units expands the polypeptoid 

domain and invites more polystyrene into the domain center. The combination of these 

effects—chain conformation, interfacial mixing, in-domain mixing, and penalized 

comonomer contacts—demonstrates the rich behavior of sequence-defined polymers and 

the ability to tune morphological properties with comonomer sequence alone. 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusions and outlook 

In summary, this dissertation demonstrates the role of comonomer sequence in two 

applications: surface design for antifouling coatings and block copolymer design for bulk 

self-assembly. In both cases, polypeptoids have been leveraged as precise materials with 

tunable functionality, length, and comonomer sequence. 

In Chapter 2, a modular coating platform was utilized to make comparisons between 

polymer backbone chemistry, side chain backbone chemistry, and side chain sequence in 

antifouling/fouling release performance and chemical presentation. All coatings became 

more hydrophilic by soaking in water, suggesting rearrangement of the components in 

response to environment. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (performed in vacuum on 

soaked samples) revealed that peptide-functionalized coatings and PDMS-based coatings 

rearranged quickly to the vacuum-state presentation, while peptoid-functionalized PEO 

retained side chains at the surface even in vacuum. The initial settlement of model Ulva linza 

and Navicula incerta algae was strongly influenced by the side chain backbone chemistry, 

with lower initial settlement for peptide-functionalized coatings, while fouling release 

properties were dominated by the polymer backbone chemistry and generally improved with 

the addition of peptoid side chains. Correlating physicochemical properties and fouling 
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performance is critical for designing next-generation coatings, and this work elucidates the 

roles of each component’s chemistry and length scale in amphiphilic (multi-component) 

coating designs. 

In addition to tailoring surface design, precise copolymer materials also tune the 

structure and properties of bulk self-assembled systems. In Chapter 3, the role of 

comonomer sequence is investigated in the self-assembly of a lamellae-forming diblock 

copolymer. The adoption of nonideal chain conformations (supported by SCFT simulations) 

results in modulation of the periodic domain spacing, driven by the localization of 

compatibilizing comonomers at the block–block interface. Further, the thermal stability of 

the self-assembled phase is significantly altered by both the addition of compatibilizing 

groups and their placement in the sequence, with distributed sequences having lower order–

disorder transition temperatures, and it is shown that sequence-specific models must be 

used to quantify these thermodynamic differences. The geometric effects of compatibilizing 

group placement are further explored in Chapter 4, focusing on the role of sequence in 

promoting interfacial and in-domain mixing. X-ray scattering analysis enables the 

quantification of the interfacial thickness for each sample, which also varies as a function of 

sequence, where tapered sequences have more interfacial mixing and distributed sequences 

do not broaden the interface versus a totally uncompatibilized block copolymer. This study 

builds on the initial results described in Chapter 3 to reach a clearer picture of how 

comonomer sequence affects chain conformation, in-domain mixing and phase stability, and 

interfacial mixing. 

While this work represents significant progress in determining the roles of precise 

comonomer placement, it is just the beginning of utilizing polymer sequence as a design tool 

to target both surface and bulk properties of multicomponent polymer materials. An 

important extension of this work would be incorporating sequence-defined copolymers as 
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compatibilizers in homopolymer–homopolymer blends. The lessons learned in this work 

about chain conformation and interfacial behavior, along with continued collaboration with 

simulation, will inform the synthesis of designer surfactants for industrially-relevant mixed 

systems. The Segalman group is well-poised to explore these studies, as the versatility of 

polypeptoid chemistry lends itself to a variety of blend systems by exchanging side chain 

functionality to match the homopolymers of interest. Blend studies would give insight into 

the role of sequence in interfacial tension and coarsening, and dynamic secondary ion mass 

spectrometry (dSIMS) experiments with model homopolymer bilayers would provide 

insight into copolymer accumulation at these interfaces. 

Understanding the effect of comonomer sequence on chain conformation raises the 

possibility of further enhancing nonideal chain conformations with specific interactions, 

such as hydrogen bonding. Pursuing such nonideal polymer shapes could lead to interesting 

chain packing and phase behavior relevant to both neat self-assembly and blends. 

Further, while this work is placed squarely in the lamellar phase window, the effects of 

comonomer sequence at phase boundaries would be interesting to pursue, especially in 

collaboration with theory to predict key sequences to synthesize. The ability to control 

morphology with sequence instead of composition would open doors to functional self-

assembled materials whose “loading” of particular functionalities or components could be 

tuned independently of their morphology. 

While polypeptoid synthesis has advanced to produce sufficient quantities of precise 

materials, a challenge yet to be addressed is the low production of block copolymers containing 

these materials. In Chapters 3 and 4 of this work, the conjugation of polypeptoid and 

polystyrene blocks had low conversion, and the need for absolute purity further diminished 

the yield. This challenge precludes the study of bulk mechanical or rheological properties, 

which are expected to be interesting and illuminating in these unique materials. While it 
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would avoid the challenges from conjugating two distinct polymers together, the direct 

synthesis of polypeptoid-only block copolymers is limited by the reaction efficiency of each 

step, and even with very high efficiencies, is not yet routine. 

Multi-component polymeric materials will continue to be at the forefront of new 

technologies, and the results described here emphasize the utility of precise comonomer 

sequence as a design tool to target a wide range of applications. With ever-improving 

synthetic techniques and characterization tools, the place of comonomer sequence design 

will continue to be strengthened in future materials research. 




